Attempted assault reported

Family Homecoming Weekend draws crowd

Student attacked on pa th near Dana

attention of another student who was
running nearby, deterring her assailant
NEWS EDITOR & EDITOR IN CHIEF
who fled in response. Together the students ran to the health center where it
The College community was was determined that the student had
tecked this past weekend after an not suffered any physical trauma.
Immediately after the attack was
i .npted assault on an 18-year-old
:-i year student. The attack occurred reported, Watcn/ille and Maine State
F nday, Oct. 12 at 8:40 p.m., on the Police were summoned and in conmcll behind the Garrison-Foster junction with campus Security,
fcafth Center. The student was on her searched campus f or the assailant
. _ . from Dana residence hall to the using tracking dogs and all-terrain
bghtS and was able to escape from vehicles. "We responded immediately,
.- .utacker before being helped by as did Colby Security. We fanned out
across the campus and we were unable
Mther student to the health center.
\s reported to the College by Vice to come up with anybody," Waterville
teident for Student AtTairs and Dean Chief of Police Joe Masscy told the
Students Jim Terhune and to the Portland Press Herald. "We called the
uhlic by local news outlets , the stu- state police. They came with four
mt was attacked from behind as she troopers and a dog." Massey was
.ilked up the steps toward the unavailable for comment when the
leights. The assailant , wearing a ski Echocontacted the Waterville PD.
ask and a dark hooded sweatshirt,
The incident was first reported to sturobbed the student by her hair dents via a Security Advisory Warning
knocking her to the ground—and
e-mail sent by Terhune around midni ght
Linpted to drag her toward the on Saturday. The e-mail alerted the
ids. She screamed and drew the campus to the event and advised students to be especially
vigilant, not walk alone
at night, and to contact
Security if they encountered any problems.
As of press time, no
leads had been reported as to the identity of
the
perpetrator.
Director of Security
Pete Chcncvert said
that due to the
inclement
weather
Friday night , the
search was made more
difficult and did not
result in any clues.
"Whatever leads there
Roa wfvn/tHE COIBV ECHO
arc , are limited to two
afety advisory posters were hung the next day
witness
accounts,"
By ELISABETH PONSOT &
BEN HERBST

Terhune said in an Oct. 15 interview.
The student could only give a limited
description of her attacker, who came
from behind. The assailant was described
as around 5'9" and of medium build.
While law enforcement searched
for the assailant or leads, head residents on duty went dorm-to-dorm,
relay ing what had happened and
spread the message for students to be
increasingly watchful on campus.
In response to the events of Friday
ni ght , Waterville Police and other
local law enforcement agencies maintained a visible presence on campus
throughout the weekend, which was
Family Homecoming Weekend for the
College. Police will remain on campus
and will intensify their number of
daily patrols of the trails and walking
paths, particularly around the periphery of campus. "They are going to
increase their presence on campus for
a while ," Chenevcrt said.
"We'll work with Colby Security in
the coming weeks to add extra
patrols... Hopefully it was a one-time
incident , but usually they 're not , so
there 's concern ," Masscy told the
Press Herald. "I find it hard to come
to the conclusion that whoever did this
would only do it one time and not do
it again."
On Oct. 4 a safety advisory alert
warned students of a person who
exposed his or herself to a jogger on
Marston Road on the three-mile loop, a
popular running course for students that
follows local roads. "The suspect was
off the road behind some bushes," thecmail explained, "wearing a ski mask
and a light colored T-shirt." There arc
still no suspects in that incident. When
asked about a connection between the
two incidents Chenevcrt said that it had
not been ruled out , but that it was also
possible that they were unrelated.

College addresses security concerns
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

The discussion of campus security
id student vig ilance , continual top
¦onties for all members of the colic community, has intensified on the
II this week in light of the attemptI assault on a student last Friday.
COLLEGE RESPONDS

One issue that students have
pressed concern about is campus
r hiing. According to Director of
aysical Plant Pat Murph y, the college
I conducted three different lighting
irvcys over the last seven years to
totfify and quantify problem areas.
n adds li ghts on campus. PPD
utiles student traffic patterns to

determine where placement would be
most effective. "Rather than making
everything bright like a Wall-Mart
parking lot , we'd prefer to evenly distribute lighting on campus," Murphy
said. She explained additionally that
one of the issues that PPD has been
concentrating on as of late is the difference between the old style lights
that remain on campus and the newer
style lighting of areas like Miller
Lawn. The older li ghts send li ght horizontally and do not work as well ,
while the newer ones "project light in
a more even distribution." In response
to the incident that occurred behind
the Garrison-Foster Health Center,
where an old style light is currently in
place, PPD is looking into the possibility of updating the light as a timely
fix for a problem area.

TOB KIEVTt/THE tOLOY tCHO
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p '/) cleared bushes near the walkway where the attack took place.
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...[T]he people
who make up
the Colby community are our
most valuable
and effective
security asset.
Jim Terhune
Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students

Murphy also reiterated that frequent lighting evaluations are necessary as campus renovations take place.
"We look at travel patterns and focus
our energy on corridors where people
walk the most." Murp hy said. With the
opening of the Diamond Building last
year and the newly renovated Pulvcr
Pavilion this fall, students are invariably walking in places where * if lighting had not been an issue before, it has
become one now. As Murph y put it,
"Every single year that I' ve been here
we've been adding lights, and we arc
continuing to do so as often as we can
to address problem locations."
To specifically address the spot
behind the health center where the student was attacked, PPD has cut down
some brush that had overgrown and
fallen onto the walkway. Director of
Security Pete Chenevcrt said, "We
saw where wind had blown lots of
Continued on Page 3

Get to know
Colby Emergency
Response on
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Family Homecoming Weekend was largely successful with both students and parents participating in events.

Lecture discusses climate SPB WILL NO LONGER
By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS STAFF

methane, as well as C02 since the
Industrial F.ra began , Fleming said
that it would be at this point in the
speech that "Al Gore would get in his
high lift" in order to hi ghlight how
dramatic the increase has been.
Next , Fleming addressed social
mitigation , emphasizing that it is
important for society to examine collectively "what we should and can do
to reduce human stress" on the environment. "It is hard to get six and a
half billion people to do the right
thing," Fleming said , and thus he
turned to the scientific attempt to
manipulate the climate. Fleming
described this effort as an attempt to

Although it would have been convenient if scientists had been able to
control the weather last Friday, Oct.
12, instead students, families, and faculty packed into Lovejoy 100 to seek
shelter from the rain and to listen to
Professor of Science, Technology and
Society Jim Fleming deliver a lecture
on climate engineering. Fleming is a
2006-07 AAAS Roger Revelle Fellow
in Global Stewardship. This talk
marked the second installment in the
annual Science, Technology and
Society Colloquium.
Fleming pointed out that
the "growing concern [with
regard] to global warming"
has sparked fierce debate on
the best course of action.
Always ready to meet a new
challenge , scientists in the
field of climate engineering
have undertaken a "direct
attempt to interfere in the climate...[and] take control" in
order to "maintain climate
variations in the range which
wc consider normal ," Fleming
said.
Fleming, who looks at climate change and scientific
responses to it through a historical perspective , recently
published an article entitled
The
Climate Engineers,
Playing G-d to Save the
Planet. Fleming wrote this
article after attending a scientOM BOLUER/THE COIBT ECHO
tific convention at the Professor Fleming lectured on climate change.
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration on managing solar radiation last November. "build the earth [a] lifeboat."
Because of his historicall y-informed
While Fleming recognized the need
angle Fleming promised a "different to exp lore alternate ways to address
from
what
is
so
often
perspective"
climate change, he cautioned that scipresented in the news. Fleming began entists must "admit [their] collective
his talk by reviewing the significant ignorance" and avoid the p itfalls of
climate changes the planet has under- hubris. One man Fleming would caugone since the Industrial Revolution. tion is physicist and protege of the late
Noting the dramatic increase in
Continued on Page 2

Raise your hands
for Slightly Stoopid
on Page 8.

HAVE TO REPAY DEBT
FROM 2006-07
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Following an article that appeared
in the Oct. 12 issue of the Echo
administrators reviewing the Student
Programming Board's plan to repay
nearly $60,000 of overspending by
last year 's board decided to excuse the
debt since it was due to circumstances
beyond student control .
Last week 's Echo reported that
according to student leaders and
Associate Dean of Students for
Campus Life Kelly Wharton, much
of the overspending came from costs

...the SPB being
asked to repay
this debt
stemmed from a
misunderstanding
^
associated with moving the spring
Loudness
concert
from
the
Wadsworth Gymnasium to the field
house, a venue that required soundproofing. "The justification was
reviewed and it was due to a situation
beyond their control ," Wharton said.
Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Jim Terhune
said that the SPB being asked to repay
this debt stemmed from a misunderstanding between different departments. He attributed it to confusion
related to the fact that the Student
Government Association was over
budget by a similar figure and being
Continued on Page 3

Cool things off
with Colby's Jazz
Band on Page 9.
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a note to our readers:
Beginning with this issue the Echo will return
to publishing on Thursdays.
There will be no Oct. 25 issue due to Fall Break ,
and our next issue will be published on Nov. 1.
Have a safe and enjoyable break.

ANNA KELEMEN . EMIL ^ W^ RMINGTOS J I N N ^ 1 AWRENCI A. I LI7ABCTH O'NEILL
SCWS STAFF
The Colbv Echois a wccklv new spaper published b> the Mudent * of Colby College on
Fndav of each week the College i* in session
LETTERS
The Echo encourages letters from its readers espeaall > those within the immediate
community Letters should not exceed -100 words and musi pertain 10 a current issue or
topic at Colby Letters are due b > Sundj v at midnig ht lor publication the same week
Letters should be typed and signed and include an jJdress or phone number The Echo
will not.under any circumstance*, print an unsigned letter.
Please submit letters in Microsoft W ord or text formal via e-mail ai echoiacolby.edu
The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions
EDITORIALS
The Editorials are the official opinion of the matoniv of the Echostaff. Opinions
expressed in die individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the ft At).

CONTACT U S

For information on publication dales or to contact us about submitting an article ,
please call us at (21D872-5430 or cxi 5430 on campus
For questions about adv ertising and business issues, please call (207JK72-5430 . e-mail
echoadsticolbv edu or fax |2(Pt8?;M285

echo@colby.edu
207.872.5430
www.coIbyecho.com
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news briefs

Off-campus study welcomes new director
On Oct. 1 Off-Campus Stud\ welcomed a new director. Nancy Downey.
The search for a new associate director is still underway and the office
hopes to hire someone soon Downey previousl y worked for 12 years as
Director of Programs in Off-Campus Study at Boston University.
"It 's been great so far." she said. "1 love Colb y, so far people have been
very welcoming. " After having lived in a city for quite some time. Downey
is enjoying the change of scenery "I had no idea central Maine was this
beautiful: the campus is reall y beautiful and a much more peaceful place
than B.U "
Having onl y been on campus two weeks,
Downey is still settling in and looks forward
to meeting more faculty and students. "I still
have a lot to learn about Colby. I' m still learning all the policies and procedures, it 's been a
good two weeks..."
As far as her goals as director . Downey is
still feeling out the program but wants to make
sure that students in even.- major are able to
find suitable study abroad opportunities. "I
think that stud y abroad has become more specialized in the last decade or so and there arc
opportunities now for students in majors who
typicall y got left behind when their friends
would be able to go." She pointed to the sciences, specifically biology and prc-med. as examples
At B.U.. a large prov idcr of study abroad programs. Downey spent time
developing programs as well as advising students. "I think that Colby is a
much different type of institution., it 's very labor intensive to run your own
program and for a small college it may not make sense." Downey said there
might be opportunities to create new programs, but she "would want to take
[her] cues from the faculty and work in concert with them to do what makes
sense "
— Chelsea Eakin . Managing Editor

Reaccreditation self-study report released
As part of the reaccreditation process , the College released its intensive
self-study this week. The stud y was written or organized by Executive
Assistant to the Pretsdcnt Sall y Baker and is both a statement of how the
College fulfills the criteria for reaccreditation as well as an exhaustive collection of documents, fi gures and studies pertaining to the self assessment.
The self-stud y is the first step in the reaccreditation process under the
New England Association of Small College's Commission on Institutions
of Hig her Education , and is available online. The process is done every ten
years and the NEASC accredits 225 institutions in New England.
Accreditation is essential to most operating aspects of the College.
The next step in the process will be a visit from a team consisting of
administrators from peer institutions from Nov. 4-7. and a final decision
regarding the reaccreditation will be made in February. As part of the team 's
visit , an open forum will be held Monday. Nov. 5 in the Parker-Reed room
of the Schair. Swenson. Watson Alumni Center from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m., where
all members of the community are welcome to attend.
Please sec the Nov I issue of the Echo for more detailed coverage of the
process In the meantime the report is available online throug h the president 's website
— Ben Herbst . Editor tn Chief

City will host harvest festival
Waterville Maine Street w i l l be hosting the 5th Annual Harvest Fcst on
Saturday. Oct. 20 m Castonguay Square in downtown Waterville. The
event will begin with a Chili Cook Off—featuring Soup to Nuts . Mainel y
Brews, the Last Unicorn and the Speak Easy—and continue with traditional New Eng land fall events, such as pump kin carving, hay rides and
scarecrow building The day culminates in a performance by Odds
Bodkin—nationall y known storyteller—at 5:30 p.m.
— Ben llerhst. Editor in Chief

Former prof essor gives reading
By JENNIFER COX
OPINIONS EDITOR

Lou Charles "Lucy" Lynch lives in
upstate New York in a town divided by
class. He doesn 't know up from down,
has friends from all sides of the tracks,
and sometimes—but only sometimes—he makes his mother proud.
Richard Russo, former Colby professor and Pulitzer Prize-winning author,
brought Lucy to life on Monday night
inWaterville 's West Baptist church. He
stood at the podium and read from his
new novel . Bridge of Sighs, which was
released on Sept. 25.
Russo described the rural smalltown world in Johnstown, New York,
a fictional town close enough to his
other novels ' towns to "play them in
football." which actuall y happens in
the book. During his reading, Russo

FLEMING: There is no
release from our environmental obligations

read for fifteen minutes from a chapter
about a third of the way into the story.
He introduced the audience to characters such as Gabriel Mock , a man from
the wrong side of town who paints the
same fence year-round and breaks
whiskey bottles on car windows; Big
Lou Lynch who believes he is living
the American dream; and of course
Lucy, sophomoric and finding his way
through life in the town and himself as
a young man. "I often write to take a
photograph of my parent 's world and
their generation ," Russo said. "Every
year it 's slipping away, and I try to
capture what I can."
Russo's novel Empire Falls , published in 2001 , won the 2002 Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction. He has published six
novels, a short story collection , and
wrote the screenplay for the television
adaptation of Empire Falls as well as

Richard Russo

CORNCU. £DU

the films he Harvest, Twilig ht and
Nobody 's Fool. His new novel . Bridge
of Sig hs, is available in the College
bookstore.

Parents take a whack

By ELIZABETH O'NEILL
NEWS STAFF

On Oct. 4, Colorado State
University 's Board of Student
Communications voted to reproach
rather than remove The Collegian s
Editor-in-chief David McSwanc Tor
publishing a column that read, "Taser
this: F*** Bush." The editorial high
lighted the tensions between collegiate ethical codes and freedom of
speech laws.
While McSwane 's attorney, Dav id
Lane, assured that the editorial had
"absolute protection " under the Firs!
Amendment, the Board's policy gov eming student media specifically prohibits students from publishing an>
"[P]rofanc, vulgar words or explicit
sexual language." Item 6 of the'Rockv
Mountain Collegian Code of Ethics
also states that "Profane and vul gar
words are not acceptable for opinion
writing."
James Landers, a communications
faculty member, spoke for the Board
at the hearing last Thursday. While he
agreed the editorial was protected
legally, Landers stressed the moral
obligations of writers and editors
"We sec the editorial as an opinion
which is protected by the First
Amendment...[but] it is our judgment
that [McSwane's] actions were unethical and unprofessional."
Not everyone on the CSU campus
shared Landers ' sentiments. At the
initial public hearing, hundreds of
students gathered to support the
publication of McSwane 's article
"I'm just relieved that it 's over "
Sean Star, another editor for The
Collegian told CNN. "[McSwane

The editorial
highlighted the
tensions
between collegiate ethical
codes and freedom of speech
laws.

Continued From Page 1
Edward Teller, father of the hydrogen
bomb. Lowell Wood, who was recently referred to as "Dr. Evil" by
RollingStone
Magazine,
has
"advanced several ideas to 'fix ' the
earth's climate " (Fleming, Wilson
Quarterly). One such idea includes
"building up Arctic sea ice to make it
function like a planetary air conditioner to suck heat in from the mid-lati-

Fleming criticized some current scientists
for their "charlatan attitudes"
and failure to
think more
broadly.
tude heat bath. " In order to do this ,
Lowell proposed we utilize "large
artillery pieces to shoot as much as a
million tons of highl y reflective sul*
fate aerosols or specially engineered
nanoparticles into the Arctic stratosphere to deflect the sun 's rays." Or as
Fleming put it , "declare war on the
stratosphere ." Ironically he noted ,
these proposals to control the temperature of the planet delivered at the
NASA conference, were in the context
of the NASA staffs inability to control the temperature of the room.

COLORADO STATE
NEWSPAPER OPENS
FREE-PRESS DEBATE

CARO.INE WCKSON/THE COL8T ECHO

A parent attempts to cut some wood in true woodsmen team form.

Offering the Greek myth of Phaeton
as a cautionary talc, Fleming criticized
some current scientists for their "charlatan attitudes " and failure to think
more broadly about the consequences
any major action toward climate
change could have on the fate of the
p lanet. In the myth . Phaeton is shot
down by Zeus to avoid further damage

to the planet after he obtains his father,
Helios ', reluctant permission to drive
the chariot of the sun for a day. After
all. Fleming pointed out. while most
experimental participants can sign a
release form there "is no dotted line"
that can release our obligation to protect the planet. "If wc kill the planet
we die," he said.

is] the best boss I' ve ever had 1
think he handled [the hearing]
extremely well considering the
amount of coverage that it got."
According to faculty advisor Jeff
Browne, 18 advertisers have pulled or
threatened to pull their advertising
which may result in $50,000 of lofl
revenue. McSwane, in a written statement to the Board , responded to this
setback by emphasizing freedom of
the press. "We've lost advertising dollars. While this is a blow to our organization , I would also encourage the
Board to remember that advertising
dollars, though crucial , should no!
control editorial content."
McSwanc and his attorney left
immediately after the hearing was
adjourned and cancelled a press conference scheduled for Thursdav
evening. Elise Stephens, a 22-yearold student , told CNN that McSwane
displayed little emotion during the
process. "He 's really hard W
read...he didn 't say or do anything
when we read our decision. He
thanked us, but I think that 's aboui
it ," she said.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

SPB: No longer
responsible for debt

ASSAULT CALLS TO
MIND PAST EVENTS
By CHELSEA EAKIN

Continued From Page 1

MANAGING EDITOR

jskcd to repay it; "this was just an
K>nest misunderstanding," he said.
SPB leaders were excited after
receiving the news Monday.
'After all of the confusion , it is wonierful to know that we have more to
work with for the rest of the year," SPB
President Laura Penile '08 said, adding,
'We are thrilled to say the least."
"Wc are extremely excited and surjrised to learn that we no longer have
o repay a deficit ," SPB Treasurer
(atheriao Boyce '08 said. Boyce had
Ken asked to craft an aggressive
¦^payment plan and was in the process
if getting it approved.
Wharton said that she had been
nhocating that the College excuse
he debt since the beginning of the
iroeess , and was not surprised when
:he heard the news.
While SPB leaders were enthused
ibout their newfound budget flexibility,
hey were quick to caution that this runn with overspending will not be forlottcn. "While we are thrilled to have a
"u)1 $243,000 budget to work with, we
A ant to maintain the level of care and
higality we've developed in planning
ind budgeting for our events," Boyce
;aiii "Just because we have more
noney than expected, we don 't want to
.imply throw money at events to make
hem successful."
Boyce said in the Oct. 12 Echo that
ihe would be changing the way that
he SPB budget was distributed. This
u!l mean instead of giving each commtiec a percentage of the budget at
he beginning of the year she will
In ide the money according to budget
quests. "I will still be requesting
mdget proposals from committee
:hairs in order to determine my bud;ci allocations," she said.
"Though we will continue to mainam a close eye on our budget , we
aw have the flexibility and expanded
(sources to enhance our events,"
'cnlle said.

This map details the areas on campus which have been noted as places where students should be especially vigilant. Any roads that run through campus
are public roads and should be treated as such. Students are reminded that there are 60 "Blue Lights " on campus which, when activated, summon an
immediate Security response. In general, students walking along the campus periphery should be watchful and should not walk alone.

SAFETY: Students should remain vigilant and take precautions to protect themselves and friends
Continued From Page 1
trees and brush, and so we cut that
back." Murphy noted that this effort
will "help illuminate things" and that
PPD will continue this practice if similar problems are identified in other
areas.
STUDENT VIGILANCE NECESSARY

In addition to increased discussion
about security on campus, Friday
night 's attack emphasized the importance of watchfulness on the part of
the student.
Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Jim Terhune
said that while "you hate to see these
things happen ," what worry him

equally are issues that affect a student 's safety on a regular basis, such
as unlocked rooms and propped dormitory doors. Terhune explained that
it is easy for students living in a rural
setting like Waterville to "get lulled
into thinking that [they] don 't need to
be vigilant ," yet incidents occur even
on the Hill which prove wc are not
immune to adversity or crime. "We are
currently in a period of heightened
awareness, but we don 't want to get
complacent ," he said. "For students
not leaving campus over fall break ,
they are reminded to be extra careful,
and to remember that while many students leave, Security is still here."
Terhune also noted that in an emergency situation , students should
remember the courageous actions of

the student attacked on Friday night, in
that it is essential to always scream for
help and fight back when necessary.
The need for increased cooperation
between students and Security also
became clear on Friday, as Security
remains the student 's first and most
immediate defense against potential
dangers on campus. Campus Security
officers will continue to visit all residence halls to hold conversations
about personal safety and other security issues. Furthermore, Security offers
programs on personal safety and basic
self-defense courses which students
are invited to take advantage of.
Students are reminded that Security
will be offering a Jan Plan course
again this year on personal safety.
Chencvert also reinforced princi-

ples of safety in response to Friday
night 's incident. He maintained that
students should always walk with a
friend , especially after dark , and if
necessary, call for a Security
escort—available on campus 24
hours a day. "Watch out for each
other and take precautions to protect
yourself. You need to take steps to
make sure that you are safe, and if
there is anything we can do to help,
let us know," Chenevert said.
Students who notice any suspicious
persons or behavior should call campus security at ext. 5530 or 5911. As
Terhune said in a recent e-mail to the
student body, "Remember, the people who make up the Colby community are our most valuable and
effective security asset."

The attempted assault last Friday
stirs sore memories of the recent mur- .
der in September 2003 of Dawn !
Rossignol '04, and the murder of firstyear student (Catherine Murphy in
October 1971.
According to the Sept. 18, 2003
Echo Rossignol's body "was found off
of Rice Rips Rd., in the Messalonskee
Stream in Oakland, Me., at 10:26 a.m.
Wednesday [Sept. 16]. She was found
about 300 yards from her car..." After ¦
a week-long investigation into her j
murder, the Echo quoted Timothy
Doyle of the State Police as saying
Rossignol "was abducted and kidnapped from her vehicle in the
[Hillside] parking lot at Colby College
and was taken to the area on Rice Rips I
Road, where her car and her body I
were later discovered." The investiga- i
rion found Edward J. Hackett as the
man responsible for her murder.
Hackett had been released in March
of 2003 on parole to his parents' home
in Vassalboro
, Maine after pleading
guilty to burglary and kidnapping in
Salt Lake City, Utah and serving nine j
years of his 1994 sentence. The Sept.
25, 2003 Echo teported on Hackett's
history of stalking parking lots, kidnapping, and sexual assault. Hackett eventually pleaded guilty to kidnapping,
murder, aggravated assault and robbery.
He was sentenced to life in prison.
As first reported in the Oct. 29,
1971 issue of the Echo and later following Rossignol's murder, the body
of Murphy was found by a jogger 35
feet from Mayflower Hill Drive on the .
morning of Oct. 21 , 1971. According
to the Echo, her death was initially
treated as a hit-and-run automobile ;,
accident , although there were news
reports stating otherwise. A reopening
of the case in 1986 revealed that the .
incident was a homicide, however !
important pieces of evidence were I
missing and it was impossible to t
indict a suspect.
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Welcome Back Students!
Check out our great college special:
From 10:00PM to Close,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza @ regular
menu price, get a second pizza of equal or lesser
value FREE!
Valid for pick-up or Colby College Campus deliveries only.

877-7*7*
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What s Up - Downtown

By EMILY WARMINGTON

By Jamie H t' mer

NEWS STAFF

What might you bj»ye in
common with an eighty year old
Waterville .man that was once
known as^thc hummer" because
he would always bum ;i tunc as
he traversed the city streets "1 The
V
answer is simple: music,*V* V
Al Corey was fcoQwn for hrs
unwavcring*su£pc)ftj)lP^K/ * '*
ili'ttin o f r a'usiclovere'-yvhich
was evidenced by his extensive
support of regional theatre and

tnc guitars,acoustic guitaraj"'
pianos, drums, band mstrurqgtfks,
stringed instntments , and harmonicas. \jiiki also carry a wV
range o^ttiiislcMequipment such *
as pnntad njusicisoundsystent^l
andotlicr accessoneSS^
"«J
m CoreVsHvUsicis oiren 9-50
rdSfe. Q n Q ©
Al also ran Al Corey 's Music
Monday through Saturday an<£
Cenjet in downtown Waterville . -tmti] Son FrwESSrSTrnext !>¦«
until he passed away 4 years ago you have any musical needfhead
.it the agt of 8b. The Al CflTOyr.:Satown to 99 Main Street, calf207Music Center has been serving . M7li-5tt9a or visit
v»
the greater Waicmlle area since —wwwjdcprcy.com antraet'to know
1955.
^ZZ. the siorc that is know for "bring<*y
They sell a wide rage of muing music arid magic to the people
sical instruments, includwjff Stecf o^(|KraTMaine."
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Colby EmergencyResponse looks out f orstudents

^c reusable wu^egs. tfv&cead of -paper Or
S ty rofottrM. (vVrUCrl VV&JtY dtc-ovu.-

Colby Emergency Response, more
commonly know as CER . is a student
-organized and run club which provides the campus with a 24-hour oncall team of trained Emergency
Medical Technicians. All members are
\olunteers and so far this year the roster includes over 40 people. Each
active member must have passed the
Emergency Medical Technician certification exam and ts trained to deal
with countless medical situations,
from basic first aid to the use of an
automatic defibrillator.
Members are scheduled to serve a
couple of shifts every month. While
on duty for these 24-hour shifts, students go about their normal day but
carry a medical pack and radio with
them. In the event that someone calls
cither Security or the emergency line,
campus extension 5911 , the dispatcher will contact the CER members on
duty and Security officers who then
respond to the scene. The CER members carry with them a pack that contains basic first aid supplies and
limited medication while the Security
vehicles transport the rest of the
equipment that may be needed at the
scene, including larger supplies such
as splints and oxygen machines.
At any given time, seven days a
week, there arc cither two or three
members of CER on duty. At least one
of these members is a Rescue 1, Rl
for short: someone who has had more
experience than newer members,
called Rescue 2s, and has proven himself able to deal with a variety of medical situations. When a call for CER
comes in , both on-duty members
respond , with the Rl making the final
decision about the patient 's care and
the R2 helping with whatever needs
to be done. Due to an increase in
emergency calls this year, the on-duty

ROB KlEVn/IHC COLBY EC*

Members of the Colby Emergency Response Team review how to respond to respiratory emergencies.
Rl now rides in the Security vehicle
fro m 11:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. on
Friday and Saturday ni ghts.
According to both the club's officers and Director of Security Pete
Chenevert . the relationship between
the two groups is excellent. "The officers know the CER folks," Pete said,
adding that "everybody who works or
volunteers
is
very
reliable. "
According to Rebecca Kamins *09.
the club's president , CER' s relationship with Security as a whole is "fantastic. " She said that Assistant
Director of Security Jeff Coombs, an
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Students practice using a bag valve mask on a dummy patient.

EMT himself, "really took [the club] trol the scene, not to punish the person
under his wing. "
who needs hel p. "The officers arc pretJim Woodtee, physician assistant in ty hands-off." Kamins said. "You're
the health center and the club' s advisor, being responsible by calling us and I
said that CER is a great asset on cam- think they respect that."
While it is possible that a student will
pus, especially in the health center
where they are able to help nurses pro- need to go to the hospital after being
vide medical care to injured or ill stu- evaluated by CER , this is by no means a
desired
outcome.
dents. While the club
"Probabl y my least
is under the guidance
of the Health Center,
favorite thing is having to bring people to
it is in fact a very
independent
and
the hospital ," Stein
insisted ,
while
internally run group.
Kamins added thai
In addition to
CER "gives students
being an active Rl ,
a chance to just go to
Kamins also has the
the Health Center"
responsibility
of
making sure that the
rather than calling an
ambulance immediwhole club runs
smoothly by hel ping
ately.
The thing to
other officers with
their duties and comremember
about
municating with the
CER
is that everyRebecca Kamins '09
administration. Matt
one
involved
with
CER President
the organization is a
Stein '08 is the rescue chief and is
student. "We don ' t
want to get our
responsible
for
everything that has to do with the actu- friends in trouble ," Stein said. Thai 's
al calls to which members respond.
not what CER is about. CER provide
Both Kamins and Stein shared a a way for students to get the medical
common message about the club: don 't attention they need without necessaribe afraid to call. Contrary to campus ly having to be treated off-campus. Bj
rumor. CER is not going to get students its unwavering commitment to stuinto trouble. While Security docs dents and safety, CER has become one
accompany CER to all of their calls, of the school's most effective and
they arc more or less there to hel p con- valuable resources.

The [Security]
officers are pretty handsoff...You 're
being responsible by calling us
and I think they
respect that.

Aardvark Alley crafts gives Kenyans livelihood , hope
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By ELLEN MORRIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Aardvark Alley is a business with a
cause. During a hospitality exchange
in Kenya in January 2005, founder
Grace Von Tobel, also a Diamond
Faculty Secretary at the College, was
"taken by her conversations with
AIDS widows and orphans." Charities
and fundraising had little impact on
the never-ending cycle of poverty in
Kenya , so Von Tobel initiated
Aardvark Alley, a for-profit business
designed to provide unique products to
its customers while offering an ongoing source of income to its producers.
The Intemet-based company buys
goods from the Korando Faith
Widows and Orphans Women's Group
in Kenya . The group was founded by
Dofine Gumba Dawa Oliech , a former
primary school teacher in the area.
Oliech was first exposed to the severity of the epidemic when her students
started dropping out in great numbers
due to AIDS-relatcd deaths in the famil y. When her eldest son died of AIDS,
she channeled her gnef into transforming her home into a safe house
for destitute women and orphans
affected by the disease. At last count ,
twenty-six widows and orphans were
living under the care of Oliech and her
husband. Aardvark Alley works with
Fair Trade suppliers in the United

States to sell the goods made by these in Winslow, during home sale parties a market that can afford to support thi s
women and children online and in and at Colby.
business." Aardvark Alley will return
According to Von Tobel, it is to the Pugh Commons lobby in Cotter
local stores. A portion of the profits
made on the goods is sent back to the important for the Colby community to Union Nov. 7 and 28. If you miss the
craftspeople in Kenya to hel p with shop at Aardvark Alley because "[ijt 's sale and wish to order online . Von
product innovation and development.
a good way to leam about fair trade Tobel offers a hel p ful tip: "Don't paj
The philosophy behind creating a practices and what it means to be sure for shipping ! I work in Diamond, so
market for these products is the Kenyan you 're buying throug h a fair supplier. email me and you can walk qver to
saying "Kidogo kidogo hujaza kibaba," The crafts arc gorgeous, and Colby is pick it up!"
which means, in Swahili,
"small-small fills the basket."
The idea is that as long as an
individual has his/her health ,
change is possible. This saying
is applied to Aardvark Alley 's
mission to alleviate poverty and
suffering through creativity and
commerce.
Beyond selling the products
through Aardvark Alley, Von
Tobel is activel y campai gning
to include the business 's supp liers in the Fair Trade initiative.
If successful , Kenyan artisans
will be assured a fair, safe
working environment and a
constant income independent of
Aardvark Alley 's ability to sell
the products . In the meantime,
supp liers receive 10 percent of
the business's profits—as soon
as profits are made.
Aardvark Alley sells its products
online
(www.aardvarkallcy.net). on consignment
WWW MB WAHrUU-F' <*fl
at The Back Dtx>r to the Moon Kenyan Women craft potsfor the KorandoFaith Widows and Orp hans Women 's Group

Self-abuse by college students on the rise, says lecturer
By ELIZABETH O'NEILL
NEWS STAFF

I ;ist Thursday, Oct. 4, students had
:v opportunity to learn more about
[V often-misunderstood practice of
self-injury at Health Service's screen,K of "Cut." Director and producer
Wendy Schneider presented a uni que
lens through which to view cutting,
emphasizing the emotional rather than
is p hysical aspect of the act. "What is
disconcerting for me is that the few
campaigns out there about self-injury
usually exploit the dark side of the
violent behavior. In the film I wanted
to separate and explore the feelings
flat spark it," she said.
Teens featured in "Cut" talk about
the sources of their impulse for sclf[ijury anQ" describe the steps they have
¦ken to confront and battle the problem "[Cutting] is one of the fastest
no* ing coping mechanisms for young
adults in this country," Schneider said.
In thajg school systems that no longer
invest jil arts programming, students
ae deprived of a place where they can
process their emotions in a safe and
creatun way." In addition to internes, Schneider 's film features a student art montage including paintings,
poetry and drawings.
The parents and health profession's interviewed in the film provide a

broader context for comprehending nationwide have been forced to
self-injury and how it relates to the reassess their policies about involving
larger mental wellness issues that high outside help, either from parents or
school and college students face medical professionals. At the College ,
today. "In college , teens gain that con- information and records are kept comtrol over their own destiny that they pletely confidential with the exception
were craving so desperately in hi gh that there is a threat to the student 's or
school. But if the tools to handle that another 's safety. "Our position is that
control effectively were never students who come to us are adults , so
instilled , it can be very destructive for they have the full rights of complete
some students," she said.
confidentiality. If we are concerned
Schneider 's investi gation into the we have a conversation with the stutriggers and signs of
dent about involving
self-injury poignantly
parents , psycholoechoed a short video
gists, ct cetera. I' ve
feature in the Sept. 30
never had to go
New York Times
behind a student 's
Magazine on suicide,
back to call a parthe second leading
ent ," Parti Newmen,
cause of death on coldirector of counsellege
campuses.
ing services, said in
Although cutting and
a recent interview.
suicide are different
Newmen. who has
issues,
both
worked as a counSchneider's film and
Wendy Schneider selor at the College
the New York Times
for twenty years,
Director and Producer of "Cut"
Magazine s article
emphasized
the
raise important quesimportance of contions about confidentiality. If you sus- frontation. "I think for some students,
pect a friend is in trouble, when is it time there is a stigma about coming in to
to intervene? And, perhaps more impor- talk to a counselor, which is unfortutant, what is the best way to go about nate. Wc are here for any obstacles
doing it? It is not only students who students might face, from the seemmust ask these questions.
ingly 'ordinary' to the more worriIn light of the Virginia Tech shoot- some. If somebody is stressed, or
ings, health counselors on campuses worried about a friend's or their own

[Cutting] is one
of the fastest
growing coping
mechanisms for
young adults in
this country.

pulver dedication

experiences, behavior or feelings, why
not come and talk about it with somebody?"
To ensure that students do not slip
through the cracks. Health Services
encourages students, as well as faculty and staff, to look out for others.
Counselors provide literature that not
only describes "possible signs of distress," such as absence from class ,
lack of participation and a drop in the
quality of work but also offers various
suggestions about how to deal with
these signs. Faculty and staff are
encouraged to talk to students and
exp lain their concerns. As one pamphlet states , "you may offer to walk
the student over to the Health Center,
or encourage the student to call and
make an appointment." Schneider also
promotes this type of community
awareness. "Checking in with a friend
is the most important thing you can
do," she said. "Let them know you are
there for them and that you aren 't
going to judge them."
Health Services offers 24-hour oncall counseling services while school is
in session. To make a regular appointment, students should call the Health
Center appointment desk and request
any particular counselor they wish to
see. For more information about the
film "Cut," visit cutthemovie.com. To
view the New York Times video feature
visit www.nyt.com.
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Pulver Pavilion Carnival
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"Balloon Man on Campus " - Louis Paul
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LUNDER GAME ROOM

Jessica Colif lores '08

V

Student Art Exhibit
is still unable to play, she remains
a courageous co-captain and conNEWS STAFF
tinues to support her team. "I like
that I' ve stayed involved instead of
Hailing from Wrentham, Mass., just quitting because I can't play,"
Jessica Coliflores is a senior with an she said.
independent administrative science
In
her
sophomore
year,
major and religious studies minor. Coliflores was asked to serve as the
Although she is living off-campus underclassman editor of the Oracle*
this school year, she is known as a Colby 's yearbook. In what is now
visible and well-involved presence her third year on the Oracle's staff,
she is the Editor in Chief and has a
on campus.
A former Class Representative, paid staff working for her. While
Coliflores now serves as the the majority of people who buy the
Parliamentarian of the Presidents ' yearbook are seniors, she hopes to
Council. She was appointed to the generate more enthusiasm from
position by Student Government underclassmen to purchase a copy
Association President Nick Cade this year. Coliflores is also the
*08 last spring. "I realized how cool President of Colby's Filipino Club.
The club, founded by
Jessica's sister Jen
Coliflores '06, has
only one Filipino
member—Jessica
herself. The club
focuses on hosting
events
featuring
Filipino food and culture, and is open to
anyone interested.
Using Filipino food
as a fundraising
mechanism, the club
has hosted such
events as dance
groups and its annual
spring barbeque.
Coliflores
first
"fell in love with the
[Colby]
campus"
after visiting with her
sister. Since enrolling
in the school herself,
Coliflores has done as
much as she can to
get involved, including her participation
as a COOT leader this
fall. "Because it 's
CABOUNE DtCXSON/THE COLBY ECHO
such a small school, it
Jessica Coliflores '08
gives students a big
opportunity to make a
change on campus,"
SGA was after being on it and want- she said when asked what it is that
ed to stay involved," she said of her she loves most about Colby. That ,
increased involvement with SGA. and "the cowboy cookies served in
As Parliamentarian , Coliflores the dining halls!"
heads one of the Presidents '
Coliflores was a COOT leader for
Council's working groups. Her both her junior and senior years for
group focuses on college engage- the groups Acadia Exploration A
ment, trying to get students more and Gilead B respectively. "I just
involved with SGA initiatives. had blast on COOT," she said, "and
"We're putting faces to the names of I wanted to do my part to make sure
SGA," she explained , "letting peo- that the program continued being
ple know who we are and what awesome." Her favorite thing about
COOT: having a legitimate reason
we're doing."
Another of Coliflores* roles on to play the game Wahl
campus is that of co-captain of the
As far as Coliflores ' plans for after
Colby Women's Rugby Football college are concerned, she is still '
Club. She originally joined the somewhat undecided about what
Rugby squad because she "wanted she'll be doing. While she has conto be part of a team again." This sidered going into hotel management,
past spring, Coliflores injured her there is still plenty of time left for her
knee during a practice. Though she to choose a direction to set off in.

FIRESIDE LOUNGE

By EMILY WARMINGTON
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CwvleLevine,known by manyas the Colleges"residentmother.
"'in thebookstore.

Meet the campus mom
them more comfortable. " Levine
goes out of her way to be a "familiar
FEATURES EDITOR
face" on campus for first-years , and
to offer their parents advice on everyWhen asked to describe Carole thing from empty-nest anxieties to
Levine, merchandising clerk at the picking out new Colby attire. She is
Colby Bookstore, friends, customers known to give first-years and their
ind employees alike had the same parents her business card , "in case
two-word answer: "resident mother." they need anything." And her role as
Levine has worked in the Bookstore a resident mother doesn 't end after
since Nov. 2000, and with her friend- their first year, as upperclassmen can
ly smtle and ability to remember the attest. "Carole reall y goes the extra
name of almost every student on cam- mile for students," Andrea Heidt '08,
pus , she has become a household who works in the bookstore, said.
nanw herself.
"She's always looking out for stu\fter working for some time in real dents , whether they work [in the
estate and then in retail merchandis- bookstore] or not." Levine recalls one
ing, Levine, a Waterville native, came instance where she drove to JC
Bcruss the job openPenney to meet a
ing on Mayflower
student 's aunt who
Hill
She
was
had gotten lost travattracted to the posieling to campus,
t»n because it
and led her back to
ikred a similar
the relieved student.
fHail experience to
"I don 't do anything
other jobs; but with
out of the ordinary,"
peater interaction
she insisted.
ftith students and
Levine also has a
¦he cultural climate
positive relationship
1 the College. As
with her student
ra added bonus ,
workers. "I' m not
Levine was able to
really their boss,"
*ork at a school
she said. "We all
"iat her family
work
together."
attended
That cooperative
(her
nephew Tom Nalc
attitude will be
W> and her niece
especially important
lrai-y Nale '07).
Carole Levine when the bookstore
Since her early
moves into its new
Merchandising Clerk
Days working at the
home in Cotter
bookstore, Levine
Union in the fall of
ras had many memorable moments 2008. Although she admitted "It's a
With students. Her favorite times of huge project ," Levine said she is
>ear are late August , when she gets to excited about the move and the store 's
Mcome new students and their par- -more central location.
ents to the College; Family
The bookstore strives to serve
Homecoming
Weekend; everyone's needs on campus, includCommencement , which she called "a ing students, faculty, staff, visitors
bittersweet time of year" and and local residents, and Levine
bunion Weekend. She especially upholds a standard of excellence for
enjoys meeting the new students every person who comes into the
every fall and help ing their parents store. And her efforts haven 't gone
deal with the stress of leaving their unnoticed. Everyone has a story or
children at school. "1 had two kids go experience to share about Levine—
¦o college ," she said. "And I know the smiling face that greets them at
w>w hard it can be. So I try to do any- the door, and the campus's "resident
fci'ng and everything I can to make mother."
By ELLEN LONDON

I had two kids
go to college...
And I know how
hard it can be.
So I try to do
anything and
everything I can
to make [students and parents] more
comfortable.
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ADJACENT TO

THE LOPO

Reception for the Pulver Pavilion Dedication
6:15 PM.
PULVER PAVILION

Pulver Pavilion Dedication Ceremony
6:45 PM.
PULVER PAVILION

Fall Ball Kick-Off

8:00 PM.
LOPO & MARCHESE BLUE LIGHT PUB

Pulver Pavilion Dedication Ceremony
6:45 PM.
PULVER PAVILION

Fall Ball

9:00 PM.
FIELD HOUSE. HAROLD ALFOND ATHLETIC CENTER

One small step for band...one giant leap for band-kind

EDITORIAL

Lessons to be learned
We go to school oo a picturesque hill m New England, located in Central
Maine m a relatively isolated and beautiful area-elements that make it easy
to lose track of the fact Colby is not immune to danger. The College is no
different than anywhere else in the world-crime happens and sometimes
people get hurt. Wc at the Echo are extremely thankful that Friday's victim
escaped without physical harm, but an event as shocking as an attempted
assault in the midst of our campus deserves serious attention regardless.
It was a welcome sight to see PPD removing the brush near the scene of
the crime and addmg more lighting first thing Monday morning. These
actions were a physical embodiment of the College's dedication to making
this campus a safe place for students, in the wake of this most recent assault
and of course the tragic death of Dawn Rossignol "04
However, more important than clearing the bushes that someone could
lurk in or illuminatingevery* crevice of campus are the fundamental steps
that can be taken by each and every student to protect themselves and others.
All students need to be smart about their actions, especially at night, on
weekends, or in other vulnerable situations. Security offers great tips: students can stay safe by running with friends, locking their dorm rooms,
refraining from propping open dormitory doors, and calling Security if they
are in need of an escort. These tips are easy to follow, yet despite this veritable truth, they go largely unnoticed by the student body except in times of
heightened security and watchfulness-usuatly brought about by tragedy or
a close call. Let's make it a priority as a campus to keep these ideals in
mind, even in the months that follow. As time goes on, we must all be sure
to keep a close watch on ourselves and other members of the campus community.
Furthermore , it 's times like these we realize that while spats over loud
music and weekend parties tend to be the prominent focal point of studentSecurity relations, there is much more to Security's role on Mayflower Hill.
It is important to recognize and respect Security 's presence and the strides
they take to ensure that campus is a safe environment. Here at Colby,
Security officers are our first line of defense and our greatest allies; we
should treat them as such, and remember that they too are in this with us,
as we strive together toward making the College a safer place.
New York City subway cars are papered with signs bearingthe slogan "If
you see something, say something-'' and the same remains true even here
on the Hill. If wc are all watchful for suspicious activity and we stay vigilant as a unified community, not merely the levels of safety on campus will
augment, but the very core of campus spirit will expand in response to what
was undoubtedly a troubling and unfortunate event, indeed , in times of
greatest adversity, it is of paramount importance that members of the student body, along with faculty and staff, engage as a community in an effort
to protect each other as a sing le unit.

By JEN COX

OPINIONS EDITOR

Free, legal music is sometimes hard
to find. Usually, tracks or EP's that arc
being given away are by underground
artists trying to get their name
exposed in the music scene. This generosity is used in order to tempt listeners into buying the entire album.
Radtohead has thousands of loyal fans
and has sold millions of records since
debuting in 1993. They do not need to
spread their name or to search for new
fans to finance their tours. No,
Radiohead may not be the first band to
release their album for free , but they
are certainly the biggest name to do
so. With the release of their newest
album. In Rainbows, fans can visit
their website at www.radiohead.com
and literally decide the price they
want to pay for the songs.
The band is taking an enormous
risk. On an infinitely greater scale,
Radiohead is on a cyber street comer
with their hats out in front of them collecting pennies and stray dollars that
flutter in the wind. They could theoret-

By HENRY BECK
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spreading In Rainbows this way.
Since it 's legal, more people who
would not have downloaded or purchased the album will in fact take the
music and give it a chance. With
pirating and trading so prominent on
the Internet today, it is absolutely certain that the songs would have leaked,
and those who did not want to pay for
the album could have easily found it
on the web or in chat rooms free of
charge. Since you must register for
their site when you download the
songs, they nc.v fcaw a better idea of
how many people arc listening to and
experiencing their music. They 're
also building a much grander army of
fans. When the time comes to see
Radiohead in concert, thousands of
peop le will buy tickets. Many of them
will be old , die hard fans who donated
money for the sake of the album.
Others, however, may be people who
had never heard Radiohead, but
decided to take a listen when they
heard that the music was free. Docs
Radiohead need new fans? Not desperately. Nonetheless, they are certain
to acquire some in the process. If not
for their music , they should be
respected for their decision to shake
up the music business and mm the
entire system on its head. It has been
a long time coming.
As I've watched my favorite band
struggle for the past ten years, fighting

with record labels and preaching changi
in the music industry, I've always tnei
to piece together ways it could effects t .
ly improve. Though the result of this ac
will be impossible to judge unlcs:
Radiohead reveals the financial am
quantitative statistics, it is commendablt
that they put that much faith in main
listeners and their fans. If the results art
positive, I hope they plan to share then
and encourage more bands to follow
this same path (Oasis and a few othci
acts have already mentioned doing thi
same thing with upcoming albums)
Though iTunes is a fantastic source fa
legal downloading, this new idea give;
artists complete control over the price oi
their songs, and in this case it gives con
sumers complete control as well. I wan
to tip my hat to Radiohead for trustm;
their fans and taking a step to make i
real difference within the music indus
try. There are not many bands whict
could have done this as effectively a
with as much confidence. In case you'rs
wondering, I like Radiohead bye I haw
never been a fanatic. I did paya fe»
dollars for the new tracks on the websitt
simply to support their cause, and aftei
listening to the music it seems to ban
been money well spent. Here's to sole
out concerts, merchandise sales, ant
honest money for honest music. Here';
to change, however small, and a banc
that took a risk and had enough faith IT
fans to trustthem.

Our Opportunity Maine Ask the President —Q&A with George W. Bush

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SPECIALS J3t)

icall y make no profit off of In
Rainbows and lose a significant
amount of money. They wanted to
prove this wasn't going to happen. In
what some have called a social experiment, they strived to demonstrate that
fans would pay for their songs because
they ttked them and not because they
had to. They have confidence that their
music is worth something, and arc
confident that fans and others will
agree and act accordingly.
At the moment , they have yet to
report how this choice has affected
them. Since breaking from their record
label, they no longer have to subject
themselves to countdowns or rankings.
They released the album independently, though they easily could have
signed with many expensive major
labels. As independent artists, it 's difficult to promote their work but in the
end they will save a huge chunk of
money. Typically, artists barely profit
from their first major-label contract
because the label takes a large percentage of the money that is earned. This is
not to say that this was the best financial move in the world, as they could
emerge from this in a poor condition.
Still, they did it because they truly
wanted the music to reach as many
ears as possible. Some say it was a
publicity stunt, but if it was, it was
ingenious and for a good cause.
There arc undeniable benefits to

I*ve seen government programs and
government in general fail. I've seen it
in places like New Orleans, Louisiana
and on smaller scales here in Maine.
But sometimes, an idea comes along in
government that makes sense and can
have tremendously positive results. The
newly implemented OpportunityMaine
program is one such idea.
Its premise is very simple: Maine is
losing not just young people, but people of all ages with a college education
necessary to spur diverse economic
activity to make Maine better. This creates a problematic paradox; educated
workers leave Maine for other states,
lessening opportunity, driving more
away, continuing our dilemma as need
grows for those left behind still working their way to opportunity.
In 2006 Mainers of all ages came
together to create OpportunityMaine.
At first, the project was designed to be
a public referendum to offer to voters a
simple but also revolutionary program.
How does it work? From program
documents, "The Opportunity Maine
program will provide a state income
tax credit for student loan payments
made by degree earners who live, work
and pay taxes in Maine following graduation. Alternatively, the tax credit
would be available to Maine businesses that make their employees' educational loan payments, providing a
substantial benefit for workers and a
strong incentive for the development

and attraction of new businesses." In a
nutshell , those enrolled receive tax
breaks to pay off student loans while
working and living in Maine.
For one of the very few times in history, the OpportunityMaine idea as
referendum bill directly passed the
Maine House of Representatives unanimously. Legislators of all parties
voted for it and a governor in a second
term marked by his restraint in government programs excitedly signed.
OpportunityMaine perfectly combines tax relief and educational investment to bring a positive paradox : die
more who enroll and stay in Maine
creating economic activity, new revenues make the income taxes relieved
less important for the state.
A small disclaimer: 1 am biased. I
grew up here in Waterville, and in
many ways I want to live my life making Maine a better place by expanding
opportunity. I believe and know Maine
is a wonderful place to live and work,
not just go to college.
That said, I hope every graduating
senior here at Colby considers enrollment and takes the tax breaks. Our
economy is growing stronger in
Maine, but not strongly enough.
Graduates of places like Colby can
make the crucial difference.
Never have I seen the reaction 1
received from people of all walks of life
when collecting signatures for
OpportunityMaine. People of all political persuasions were eager to sign and
they shared stories of friends and grandchildren who left the state they love.
Let's not let a great idea and opportunity pass. Sign up for more information
today
at
www.OpportunityMaine.org
Henry Beck is a member of the
Waterville City Council and a junior at
Colby College.

By ADAM RICH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Hello, America. 1 was dozing off
while listening to Nick Sarkozy at the
UN the other day, and I was thinking,
hey, maybe I could improve my opinion of the public if I got to have a little
one on one time with their questions.
So here you go America: your questions, my answers. - G.W.B.
Q: When will we be leaving Iraq ?
— David. Queens, NY
A: Well, as I said, we need to keep
the evil-doers and terrorists from taking over, because if they get Iraq, then
the terrorists win. My plan in Iraq is
determined by me and my advisors,
and my closest advisor in all of my
deciding is Barney. I ask him if he
thinks we should leave Iraq, and he
just sits there, so we stay the course in
Iraq.
Q: What is your IQ? — Steve.
Chicago. 1L
A. Well, I think that it has been
widely pub-lis-t-zd that my IQ is a
very healthy 91. And from what I have
heard, the average American is getting
dumber, which means that I' m getting
smarter.

you may ask, well, I intend to commission the nation's first three dollar bill,
featuring Uncle Dick's head on the
front and the words "Unite , no'
Divide" on the back. This three dollai
bill will allow Americans to spend ode
sums of money without having to dea
with counting all of that change, making eveiything run more smoothly.
Q: What is your favorite television
news program? — Keri. Olymp ia. HA
A: Well, for a long time 1 rcalh
enjoyed the FOX News program, bui
recently it seems it has become less
"fair and balanced," and are making a
turn towards the liberal media, in my
o-pin-yun. That is why my new
favorite news program is The Colbert
Report (note to self: the "T's are
silent), because he tells it like it is am
he doesn't have that liberal, terronst
loving bias of the rest of the media
That , and he's one heck of an
American.

Q: Hey George, the game s' on
tonight and we got a keg of Lone
Star, you coming or not? — Karl
McLean, VA
A: Well as 1 said before , 1 no longe
partake in the alcohol , so I will not be
attending. Besides, the game starts
after my bedtime. (I'll be there in the
Q: What do you intend to do to f i x second quarter, just don 't tell Laura,
the economy and the credit problems and make sure that you have some
that Americans are facing ? — Jill, pretzels and some Icy Hot. I love you,
Newton. MA
Turd Blossom.)
A: The credit problem in America
are kecpin ' families from living
George W. Bush has been the electbeyond their means, and we need to ed President of the United States sma
fix that to keep our economies workin' at least January 2005.
right. As I stated on our campaign in
2000. wc need to make the pie higher.
Editor s Note: The author wrote thu
And to do that , 1 propose that we entire article and comments or ques
increase the amount of dollars in cir- lions attributed to others are entireh
cumcision. How do I intend to do that, fictitious.

Students on the Street
What are your plans f or f all break?

"Visiting friends and eating eclectic foods."

—Amanda Summers 11

"Five girls, on a boat , in Canada."

—Liz Beltran '10 and Tatiana Kowalewski 10

"Sleeping for four days and five nights."

—Scott Veidenheimer'10 and Scott Brown JO

"Hating my life."

— Reilly Taylor 'JO

THE JOYS OF THE
INCIDENT REPORT

Classroom Etiquette:Dos and don 'ts of being a class act
but you can still get away with acting
in an inappropriate manner in class
because you 're freshmen , and by the
way my taunting you is entirely
intentional. Everyone else, there is
no excuse for this kind of behavior,
and you should be ashamed.
Colby tuition , in case you were
wondering, is up to $46, 100 not
including the cost of books. This does
however include room & board, the
assurance that the College will actually
own up to your existence when you
apply for jobs, (Colby does look pretty
on the resume) and professors. That's
right, 46 Gs cover professors, hence,
when you're sitting in an auditorium
and the professor has his or her back
turned to you and is writing on the
board while talking, it is inappropriate,
nay completely unnecessary for you to
interject your running commentary on
their lecture. If you're in a class of
twelve and the course name has the
word "seminar" in it, it's completely
OK for you to participate. If the professor has what some would call discussion, that's also acceptable, if the

By VICTORIA GONZALEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bawett

Well, hey, at long last I am feeling
ulidated. Somewhat facetiously, I
suggested in this space several
weeks ago .that Emily Warmington (a
pre name ,, one that makes me feel
pod all over) shadow Security so as
10 get a cop 's-eye view of a Saturday
night at die College. She actually did
it! She went out with Security's Jeff
Coombs to see how your average
Colby drunk related to a Security
officer,
Noti surprisingly, Ms. Warmington
found 4hat the Security guys, walking
through the residence halls of a weekend, were not all that bad. They were
keeping a lid on things so that, say, the
Waterville PD, not fully engaged with
the sodden locals at, again say, the Bob
In. might decide to drive up to the Hill
10 bust some underage sippers (more
likely, sluggers) at AMS or Averill.
I am not entirely surprised by Ms.
Warmington 's experience; if she
really wants to get her nose rubbed
in flinty reality, she might ask a
Waterville patrolman to allow her to
shadow him on a Saturday night on
Water Street. She should get a flak
jacket and rubber gloves, but the
scenes that she could doubtlessly
witness would certainly make a
walk through Taylor seem like
Disneyland.
Nevertheless, I love to read the
Incident Report Log on p.2 of the
weekly Echo. In the issue of
10 05/07, 1 really liked the saga of the
smell of marijuana coming (emanating? emitting? wafting1?) from
"room." Drug-sniffing dogs? Or just
plain old Security nose?
Probably the latter since I have yet
to see cages full of beagles being tanlalized by Security behind Roberts.
Then again, I might have missed 'em.
How about "driving wrong way"
on Bixler Road? I mean, come on?
Wrong way on Bixler Road? The driver had to be entirely pie-eyed to
drive that street wrong way. Well,
maybe not entirely pie-eyed. But pretty damn close. Perhaps the naughty
dnver had been one of the Echo s'
"alcohol review" panel, a weird group
*ho spend their leisure hours spiking
perfectly innocuous beers, like
Laughing Loon, with things like
Coffee Brandy.
Good Lord! No wonder they're
ilnvmg the wrong way on Bixler
Road. These people are probably the
same ones who set off the fire extinguisher in the stairwell of poor Julie
Bcro, who was sickened by the fumes
and had to have oxygen and steroids
simply to survive the stuff unleashed
b} the jerks who think setting off fire
extinguishers is clever. It isn't
Finally, my last oddity for the Echo
lisue of Oct. 5: the half-page given
over to the distress of Ru Freeman,
*hose life at Colby has clearly been
made miserable by her superiors
(bosses?). Soon to move to the
Philadelphia suburbs, Ms. Freeman is
clearly put upon, but her "letter to
spark a discussion" might have been
dearer had she—somewhere in the
piece— told us what the initials
"CCAK" stand for. A former Soviet
^public? I don't know, but then I've
never seen dogs at Security.

This article is for entertainment
purposes only.
Of late, I have noticed a serious
deterioration of etiquette in the classroom. Every civilized society needs
rules. All the great philosophers ,
Aristotle, Hobbes (that 's as far as I' ve
gotten in my political theory class)
agree. Colby College, with its rigorous admissions process, is certainly
no exception. The foundation of our
college is based in the classroom,
that's why we get the nice ranking in
U.S. News, even though we as a
school no longer publicize that.
By classroom etiquette , 1 am not
referring to the clothing choices that
some are making; that would be
another article entirely. 1 am referring specifically to the manner in
which some Colby students comport
themselves. Freshmen, you 're lucky,
because you 've been here long
enough to know your way around ,

The price of the Prize
By ISAAC OPPER
. CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Nobel Peace Prize is, arguably,
the most prestigious award a person
can win. It's intended to recognize a
person who has done the best job promoting peace in the world. Indeed, its
list of recipients is impressive. The
first peace prize was given to the
founder of the Red Cross. It has gone
to people for their practical pursuit of
peace: Teddy Roosevelt for negotiating peace between Russia and Japan,
Anwar Al-Sadat and Menachem
Begin for their peace treaty between
Egypt and Israel, and Woodrow
Wilson for his promotion of the
League of Nations. It has gone to
organizations who promote peace like
Doctors Without Boarders, Amnesty
International, and the Red Cross,
which has actually gotten it three
times. It has also gone to visionaries,
who while not involved actively in the
negotiations between countries, have
made a difference in promoting peace,
like Martin Luther King, Mother
Teresa, Lech Walesa, and Desmond
Tutu. Most recently, it went to Al
Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change.
This has caused a major stir among
many who do not believe that Gore's
work merits the award. Certainly, a
movie about global warming is not
quite on the same level as Mikhail
Gorbachev 's economic reforms, perestroika, and implementation of freedom of speech, glasnost, which helped
end the Cold War, but that does not
necessarily mean that he and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change did not deserve the award.
For one, nearly every scientific
study comes to the same conclusion:
that climate change is indeed occurring and that unless we act now, it
could spiral out of control. Even the
normally conservative Economist
magazine, which ran a cover article on
climate change not long ago, and
President Bush, who has highlighted it
in his State of the Union, have come to
that conclusion. Also, most people

who study climate change have also
- determined that the consequences
could be horrific. The rising oceans
could wipe out small islands, forcing
millions to relocate. Extreme weather
is expected to become more common;
many, in fact, blame climate change
for Hurricane Katrine 's severity.
Drought , something that has long
caused human conflicts, is expected to
increase and there already have been
diplomatic quarrels over the land
unearthed by the melting ice caps.
By awarding the Nobel Peace Prize
to Gore, the election committee has
acknowledged the possible catastrophe and highlighted the shift in thinking that has occurred in recent years.
Early on, the Peace Prize was usually
given to someone who founded peace
organizations or actively negotiated
peace between warring countries.
Recently, however, it has taken on a
much broader approach , giving the
award to a man who founded a microcredit bank in Bangladesh and a
woman who planted millions of trees
in Kenya in an attempt to reduce erosion, in two of the last three years.
This paradigm shift has not just been
taking place with the Nobel Peace
Prize. Last year, Mary Robinson, the
first female President of Ireland and
the former UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights, came to Colby and
announced that the main efforts of the
UN Commission on Human Rights
focused not on ending active repression and genocide, but on guaranteeing water and food for every child
every day. Gore's efforts may not
seem like they are bringing peace to
the world but the acknowledgement of
climate change by the public as a serious concern could help do that , just as
planting trees in Kenya could help
stop erosion and therefore conflict.
While Gore was not alone in his
efforts, he has become the spokesperson. Since the Nobel Peace Prize has
become as much about publicly
awareness as it is about honoring a
good deed, the election committee
chose to bring attention to the most
pressing problem in the future by recognizing its spokesperson. There 's
nothing wrong with that.

Have an opinion ?
Write a letter to tne editor.

People skills
by Chris DeRoo

professor points their tenured finger at
you and asks you what you think, snap
out of your hangover and answer.
The peoplewho are guilty of trying to
turn what is clearly a lecture into a discussion can usually be categorized into

If you have a legitimate question,
stop, think about
it, you probably
answered it didn't
you?
two groups. The first group is the public
school students who went to school with
a bunch of mouth breathers and participated in class to give their high school
teacher some intellectual stimulation
that they would otherwise have been
deprived of. I think it's nice that you did
community service. The other group
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them. If you aren 't sure if you fit into
this group of people ticking off
everyone in class trying to learn, then
look around the next time you decide
to make some smart remark that
proves you've done all the reading
for class. If 2/3 of the class put their
pencil down and rolled their eyes, it
means you are. Also , come test or
paper time, the professors know who
did the reading, and they too are relatively unimpressed by your insistence that you know as much as they
do, when clearly, you don't.
To recap, consult on your outfit of
choice with someone who is a
respectable dresser. The difference
between seminar and lecture is huge
and determines whether or not you
should speak in class. When you start
gettmg paid to write books, go to DC
to consult with the White House and
do interviews, please come back to
Colby and give a Goldfarb lecture.
Take note of the fact that in the societal
hierarchy, you don't even have a BA.
and you're also not BA. so make sure
you do a hand check.

consists of students who went to private
school and start off most sentences with,
"At my high school we learned through
the Socratic method and I feel..." No. 1
just want to take notes on what the professor, who by the way has a degree in
said subject and has been teaching for
more years than you've been alive, says.
So when a student is trying to impress
the professor with the vast knowledge
he gained while slammingthe reading, 1
am unimpressed. It wastes class time
and that translates into dollars.
If you have a legitimate question ,
stop, think about it , you probably
answered it didn 't you? If not , the
syllabus is not to be used as a liner
for your trashcan so that your puke
doesn 't seep out of the holes. The
reading on the syllabus is there for a
reason, it relates to the class. Still
curious? E-mail the professor, do not
try to get in a debate in class about it
because one , you will lose, (need 1
mention that we should really address
almost every Colby professor as
Dr?). And two. everyone in class is
trying to Icam , and you 're distracting
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Arts & Entertainment

Slightly Stoopid gives a
mostly lame performance

this week
THURSDAY, OCT. 18

By ERIC FFTTCH
STAFF WRITER

• Noontime An Talk:
Highlightsfrom the
Lunder Collection
12:30 p.m.
Colby College Museum of Art
FRIDAY, OCT. 19
• Story Time in the Museum
10:00 a.m.
Colby College Museum of Art
SATURDAY, OCT. 20
. Anime Club Meeting
4:00 p.m.
Anthony Lounge
- Making Faces Tour and :
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Colby College Museum of
Art and Freshwater Arts.
Waterville

ROB KIEVn/THE COLBY ECHO

Tlie Colbyettes performing Tracy Chapman s' "Change " at this year s' Homecoming a cappella concert.

A cappella dissipates down pour
By MEAGHAN FITZGERALD
STAFF WRITER

Here 's What 's Playing Fri . Oct.
19 through Thurs. Oct. 25

LNTOTHE WILD
R Nightly at 5:00 and 7:55; also
Sat. and Sun . at 2:00

ACROSS THE UNIVERSE
PG-13 Nightly at 5:10 and
7:45 : and Sat. and Sun at 12:00
and 2:35

The torrential downpours and hours
of dri\ ing that faced many parents and
alumni as the) returned to the hill on
12
for Family
Friday, Oct.
Homecoming Weekend may have
dampened some spirits. Perhaps tensions were hig h due to stressful dri\ing conditions, bad traffic or, in the
case of a certain staff writer 's parents ,
lost directions and (light itineraries.
I low fortunate, then, that the soothing
sounds of Colby 's six a cappella
groups could be heard not once, but
twice that evening at the Waterville
House
in
downtown
Opera
Waterville. As usual, both the 6 p.m.
and 8 p.m. shows were nearly full to
capacity as a cappella fans and their
families filled the Opera House
At the 6 p.m. show , Colby 's selfproclaimed oldest a cappella group,
the Colby 8. began the evening with
an upbeat number that introduced the

voice talents of some of the group 's
new underclassmen and followed that
with a medley of Beatles songs. "U
was really impressive." commented
one of the parents in the audience.
"Beatles songs are notoriously hard to
harmonize." As the first performers of
the night, the Colby 8's ten members
had warmed up the crowd and after
their two songs, cleared the stage for
Colby 's three all-female groups,
beginning with the Colbyettes.
Featuring some more recognizable songs , the Colbyettes serenaded the audience with their rendition
of the Red Hot Chili Pepper 's
"Fortune Faded'" followed by Tracy
Chapman 's "Change. " sung by
Maya Klaubcr '08.
Next in the string of female vocalists was the group FVF (Ethnic Vocal
Ensemble), which had seemingl y
doubled in size since its performance
at the first-year a cappella sampler in
the chapel. With all of the new voices, EVE seemed to be a stronger

FALLEN ANGELS
With producer Derek Zamrak
and actor Richard Van Vleet
introducing on Friday.
R Fri. and Sat . at 9:00 p.m . and
11:00

THE JANE AUSTEN
BOOK CLUB

PG 13 Nightly at 4:50:
matinees Sat . and Sun. at 2:45
MILAREPA
PG Nightly at 7:00: plus
Sun. through Thurs. 8:50: matinees Sat and Sun. at 12:45
BOB KIEV"/THE COLBY ECHO

The Blue Lights heating up the Opera House at last week s' concert.

presence during this performance
than it has at performances in the past
and it will be interesting to sec how
this group, which has remained fairly
small for the last few semesters, will
evolve with the new membership.
Rounding out the lineup of female
groups were the Sirens. "I thoug ht the
Sirens were probably the best group
vocall y," commented one student in
attendance. "And the costumes were
reall y funny." True to form, the Sirens
entered the stage in completely ridiculous outfits and even went so far as to
make a costume change after their
first song, "More Than Words," to
include various blue accessories to
better reflect their second song,
"Blues Round. " While the audience
certainly enjoyed , which certainly
showed off the creativity of this particular group, such over-the-top outfits may have in fact taken some of the
attention away from the singers who
put on some of the best performances
of the night.
The performance wrapped up with
the Megalomaniacs , featuring the solo
talents of Kelsey Gibbs ' 10 and Mclyn
Heckelman '08, and the Blue Lights,
who closed with a uni que rendition of
"End of the Road." With uncharacteristic punctuality for a Colby performance, the event wrapped up right on
time, allowing the attendees to spill
out into the rain to determine which
downtown restaurant had the shortest
wait for a dinner tabic.
A cappella seems to be a style of
performance closely tied with New
England colleges, as is certainly the
case at Colby. This traditional event
has always been popular and will be
in the future as well. What changes
are the groups themselves and with
the addition of new first-years' voices, this performance shows that the
future a cappella events this year
should not be missed.

Saturday night , after parents had
finally been expelled from campus
and the boozing had begun, students
made their way to that behemoth we
call Pulver. Their mission was to
welcome the Supcrvillains , Inner
Circle and Slightly Stoopid for a
ni ght of reggae and some awkward
ska-punk fusion. The final outcome
was a night of good entertainment ,
frenetic dancing and some friendl y
pushing and shoving.
Since I obviousl y abstained from
attending the opening act in order to
maintain my di gnity, you will have to
explore the Supervillains' Myspacc
page for any details.
At a glance, it looks
predictabl y weed oriented and just generall y green. As for
Inner Circle, in my
view they were the
main attraction of
this show. White
their fame has never
equalled their radio
time, thanks to such
timeless hits as "Bad
Boys" and "Sweat
(A La La La La
Long)," they certainly deserve better than to be warming
up a crowd for the likes of Sli ghtl y
Stoopid. They 've been in the game
since the mid-70s, and they showed
signs of age, with some gray showing
in beards and dreadlocks, the guts
which come with age, gallons of Red
Stripe beer, and a permanent case of
the munchics. Still , the lead singer was
driving the so-called fairer, sex wild
and gave some blacked-out freshman
girls a good chance to make asses of
themselves. I have to say, though, that
1 felt sorry for the enormous guitar
player and the miniature drummer,
who didn 't seem to be catching a lot of
love from the ladies. I always thought
drunken lust was blind. Anyway, the
crowd grew steadily throug hout the
set and by the time they brought out
"Sweat" and "Bad Boys," the place

was really jumping. When they fin.
ished and left us with a sweet renditiw
of "One Love," the foundation had
been laid for a hell of a night.
Returning to the show after thx
break. I thoug ht I had taken a wrong
turn and stumbled upon a Blink l]j;
concert. The overall aesthetic of fa
headlining act was abundantly square
and reminded me why I hat e
California so much {though it 's neva
far out of mind). Compared tt
Sublime by those trying to swindle
you out of the seven dollars require
for entrance , this motley crew u |
dropouts treated the crowd to SQITK
good times and some bad listening
Luckil y, most people seemed conicm
focusing on the former, so the moodul
the crowd was boisterous and positi\e
Nobody likes bcim
kicked in the beat
by a crowd surfer
but I applaud tht
enthusiasm and
apologize for tryim
to remove youi
shoes. In that vein.
would like to offer ;
word of advice al
you concert-goers
If you see me at ;
concert , don 't try b
mosh with mc
don 't mosh , and I have a short tempo
and a tendency to violently overreact
Slig htl y Stoopid had some goa
jams, but all in all the trashy, higl
school punk rock feel was too mud
to overcome. Their fast-talking fron
man was basically a low rcn
Eminem and their trumpet playc
looked like he prefers girls bom ir
the nineties. Also, I didn 't apprcciali
the attitude I was getting from thi
aforementioned vocalist later tha
night in our beloved pub. I can onh
assume he has some Natiw
American heritage , because hi
seemed truly upset by my Indiar
chants and A pache war calls. Si
.Sli ghtl y Stoopid , thanks for ih
party you brought to us , but stay ou
of our pub; we have more Red Sic
fans than we know what to do with

Slightly Stoopid
had some good
jams, but all in
all the trashy,
high school
punk rock feel
was too much to
overcome.

Runnals plays host to Shaw 's Heartbreak
House
By ALA SOLSVIG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

George Bernard Shaw has never left
his audience in want of good theater and
Heartbreak House is no exception. Shaw
propels a stop, about the complicated
nuptial arrangements of the subtlv coy
protagonist Elbe Dunn and the love triangles of her famih all around her through
an eclectic cast of characters, ranging
from the senile vet wise patriarch of the
house Captain Shotover. to the frequently swooning Hesione Hushaby. Woven
into the fickle maneuvenngs of the characters as thev pursue their respective lov c
interests is the underlying question
addressing the validity of marriage as an
institution in high Eng lish society
We were luck y enough to hav e two
professional actors on stage for the reading. Elizabeth Hesse, whom most of you
would recognize as the mother in the
Nickelodeon series Clarissa Explains it
111. read the part of Hesione Hushaby c
With her soft blond hair, airy voice and
flirtatious gestures, she accuratel y
embodied a deceptively whimsical hig h
society aristocr.it, who. despite her emotions, composes the men around her to
her liking The part of the entrepreneurial Boss Mangan. whom Miss fXinn is
ser ro marry out of a desire to secure her

pt>or father. » as read by Dav id C. Wells.
He accurately mingled an upright comportment and stately voice expected of a
business man w ith the ironic, hidden \ulncrability beneath his character 's transparent shell of confidence, which is
shattered when he admits that actually
has no money, and
w eeps like child.
Incidentally. Hesione
and Mangan become
a couple by the end of
the play
The crafty Elite
Dunn was played by
Claire Collins *08.
Her quietly confident posture and the
matter of fact tone in
her voice rendered a
very tangible stability in her character.
is
Indeed , Ellic
meant to appear in
complete control of her decisions, handling any execution necessary by convenientl y informing or not informing
the people around her of her intentions.
leaving them to their own assumptions
Her father, the gentle , un-ambitious .
and fi scally imprudent Ma/zini Dunn
(John Irvm. Technical Director of the
theater and dance department) is surprisingly knowledgeable of Mangan s

financial status despite his apparent
oblivion to such concrete matters.
Others in the cast include Hesionc 's
sister and Captain Shotovcr 's daug hter
Lady Uttcrward (Marie Cornier),
whose fiery condemnation of the foilmaking household, wherein at one
point a burglar tries
to turn himself in ,
was made believable
with a voice that was
piercing and sensuous as the situation
demanded , and a
body language that
exuded razor-sharp
confidence.
Lady
Utterward' s brotherin-law,
Randall
(Rishi Chatrath '08),
continues the pattern
of inversion with
respect to who is in
control of the household as he mopes about after being
verball y throttled by his sister-in-law.
There is also Nurse Guiness (Jessie
Ruthruff '08). who is an ineffective
housemaid, and Hcsione 's husband.
Hector Hushab yc (John Hcrgcron '08).
who will not take a lover despite his
wife's begging him to do so. And of
course. Captain Shotovcr stiffly wanders in and out. making terse com-

While the readers carried forth
the humor
innate in the dialogue, they did
not deviate from
the deeper , darker message of
the play...

ments about things, and later claims
that drinking makes him sober is his
extreme old age.
While the readers carried forth the
humor innate in the dialogue , they did
not deviate from the deeper, darker
message of the play brought forth by
how Shaw has created a completel y
inverted situation: extramarital affairs
are openly discussed, women arrange
the dynamics of the household , and
men cry like children. Each reader
combined the theatrical elements of
the play, giving the performance a
light-hearted overtone, while believably exposing either the strengths or
weaknesses of their respective characters to underscore Shaw's questioning
of conventional family hierarchies.
While the acting, or reading, as it
were, was satisfying, the simplistic
arrangement of the stage—the readers
sitting behind the podiums when not
standing and speaking—allowed for
the audience to concentrate on what
was being said and how so. The lighting was also straightforward, as it
were, and consistently uncomplicated
as was the stage setup.
So all things considered , this
was a collectivel y effective rendering of Shaw 's words from every
angle. And who knows—may be
we 'll sec a production!

ROB KMEV1T/THECCLBT E»

Lead guitarist of Slightly Stoopid , Kyle Mcdonald , getting into his Jams a
last Saturday s' concert in Page Commons.

INTERESTED IN TEACHING?
Find out about...

The Teaching Institute

The Teaching Institute Is a yearlong, teaching-intensive
internship program for prospective K-8 educators Graduates
of this program emerge from their yearlong experience with
a Master's degree In Teaching Methodology, eligibility for
state certificationand a full year experience in classroom
teaching.
Together with The University of New England . Berwick
Academy has created a uniquely affordable, effective and
defensible teaching preparation program. The Teaching
institute takes place on the 80-acre Berwick Academy campus
where housing is available. «.
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Cat on a Hot Tin Roof heats up Strider
By KEANE NG
STAFF WRITER
I )n the Saturday night of Family
lomecoming Weekend , Strider
DiL-aicr played host to the Department
11 heater and Dance's staged reading
j Icnnessec Williams ' Cat on a Hot
Ijn Roof As parents, students and
jniily members filled the small thejjr, the air filled with family chatter
ml laughter , lending the room
ranrrtb and ease not usually found at
iindcr performances. You could have
d up a La-Z-Boy in the aisle and a
ircptace on stage and nobody would
Bve noticed.
That uncommon atmosphere lent
KII weH to the rare form of drama that
UHI IJ occupy the stage. The staged
filing format made for a casual, orT(K'-LU IT performance that, almost for the
ji.lv of its polish or professionalism, was
jl the more winning for its intimacy.
Wic actors stepped on stage carrying
jack binders holding their scripts. Eight
latrs lined the back of the stage, and
award the front pedestals stood, with
be actors alternating between sitting
bwn in the back or standing up at the
nun as their roles demanded. The play,
tough clearly rehearsed, was indeed lit—
r.itK read out loud, stage directions and
I and the actors ' common fumblesand
tumbles in reading their lines were corccted on the fly or brushed over entircI in fact seemed part of the
crTonnanceitself. The general feeling
& the event was not so much of attendag a formal performance but being
nvited to a gathering of friends and colL-jjucs who just so happened to be persuing a play together.
1'his feeling was brought home by
IK eclectic cast itself, which was

composed of two professional actors
and assorted members of the Colby
and Waterville community: From
Colby students to Colby alums, these
were familiar and unfamiliar faces
alike. David C. Wells and Elizabeth
Hess, two professional actors who had
performed in the previous nights '
reading of Shaw's Heartbreak House,
read the roles of Brick and Maggie,
the married couple on the rocks whose
distraught relationship forms the center of the play 's first act. Wells managed the difficult role of the lyrical

...Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof became
as much a showcase for the talents, voices and
faces of Colby
and Waterville's
people as it was
for Williams'
masterful drama.
alcoholic Brick with grace, reading
with detachment, cool , wisdom and
insecurity. Hess' reading gave Maggie
a witty hysteria, colored with a large
amount of melodrama for effect. But
the non-professional players in the
evening 's cast were anything but
overshadowed by Wells and Hess.
Tina Wentzcl in particular gave a
heartbrcakingly poignant reading as
Big Mama, a name belied by her
physical stature but made good by the

power of her magnetic performance.
Gregor Smith and Nick Snyder *05
brought some needed mirth to the proceedings as Gooper and Reverend
Tooker and Ashlee N. Holm '09 provided the role of Mae with due sassiness. The only real tragedy that night
in regard to the play's cast was the
news that a well-loved Colby celebrity, Lee Family Professor of English
Cedric Gael Bryant, was unable to fill
his role as the rough and gruff patriarch Big Daddy due to sickness, an
announcement that the audience
received with audible disappointment.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, by all
appearances, seems like the most inappropriate play to perform at a time like
Family Homecoming Weekend. Why
gather parents and children to put on
display what is a very distinct portrait
of the collapse of a severely dysfunctional family? Isn 't that just a big
downer for everyone in attendance? In
many ways, yes. I can't say I left the
performance feeling especially optimistic about human relationships.
But this staged reading was as much
about the reading itself and the people doing it as the content of the play.
In this case the people involved were
people from our surrounding community. If the Department of Theater and
Dance wanted it otherwise they
would have staged the play like any
other. Instead, by gathering familiar
and unfamiliar faces together on an
intimate and unadorned stage, Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof became as much a
showcase for the talents, voices and
faces of Colby and Waterville's people as it was for Williams ' masterful
drama. On the occasion of the arrival
of parents unfamiliar with both, it was
anything but inappropriate.

BEER REVIEW:

Kchlitz vs. Schaefer: A tribute to the old timers
By ANDREW KABATZNICK

Famous," it may be surprising to
hear that Schlitz comes in something
other than the Bull Ice variety. But
Schlitz got its beginning in 1849 and
has been finding its way into the
stomachs of college students since
not long after. Netzorg, the resident
expert on cheap domestic beer, took

the real force , Colby Security. "
Kreuter took a pull and exclaimed ,
"It 's better than Bull Schlitz."
Homecoming Weekend provides
Not all of the Schlitz reviews
i time for those whose years on the
where positive. Helfand had a sip
Ml have passed them by to feel
and cringed , "It 's like Keystone,
oung again. Some take the opporjust with a lower piss content. "
L,nity to find their way back to the
Netzorg chimed in , "Well that 's
easy considering Keystone is pretty
k' (able, only to find their diminshed tossing skills resulting in
much pure piss." Kreuter having
iked run for parent and child
missed the beginning of the converlike. Others rekindle an affinity of
sation , exclaimed, "Were you sayakod goods. More recent alumni
ing something about Keystone? I
ook to rekindle flames with that
love that stuff." Unsure of what to
irctrosh that ended up in their bed
make of the comment, I quickly
few years back. Whatever the reaimbibed and quickly regretted it.
oii for the return , here 's to you , oh
"The can says 'just the kiss of the
hampion of the wine cooler. So in
hops ' I say the taste is just the lick
our honor this beer review kicks it
of the ass." With Schlitz 's future up
Andrew Kabatznick '08
the air and the S4.50 spent on the
'Id school , pairing the drinks of
Staff Writer
hoicc back when frats at Colby
sixer of pounders down the drain ,
duall y existed , in the ultimate
we decided to move on.
him down. Up to the test this week
Schaefer is the elder of the two
K the best things to come out of the first swig and smiled, "Jerry Lee beverages, dating back to 1842, and
'liluau kec since the Brewers earli- Louis sang the song 'What Made subsequently claims itself to be
nhis season, Schlitz and Schaefer. Milwaukee Famous, Made a Loser "America 's Oldest Lager Beer."
Qinmg me in the trip back in time Out of Me * and it's failed to disap- Having spent the weekend hearing
re Grant Netzorg '08, Rich Katz point every weekday night I've about the glory days from various
OS , Erica Krcuter '08, Jake needed it. " Katz agreed with alumni, I was eager to sample the necninklin '08, Dave Helfand '08 and Netzorg, "I can understand why tar of 1970s, Schaefer. As I had my
ess Coliflores '08.
Farva utilized the open bar in Super first drink from the Schaefer can, I
Tor those of you not familiar with Troopers to drink six of these and quickly found the hype had been well
The Beer That Made Milwaukee then smarted up and decided to join overstated. "My dad used to drink this
stuff in college. I can see why he
became a wino." Coliflores was
equally unimpressed, stating, "This
stuff tastes like beer-flavored Propel."
While Jess and I were dismayed by
the taste, Franklin seemed to enjoy
himself. "If only girls ' mouths tasted
like this, I would make out more
often. " With six Schaefers gone and
only Netzorg willing to drink another
one, we decided to wrap things up.
Before reaching the verdict ,
Katz wanted to give his overreaching opinion on the two beers. "You
know they say beer is better if it 's
drunk where it 's brewed. But I bet
if I were in Milwaukee these would
still taste like ass." The vote went
down and Schlitz took the win five
to two, but both were winners on
the day as we were all surprised at
the drinkability of both of them. So
the next time your wallet 's a little
light and you find yourself looking
for some real beer, not beer flavored water, reach into the cooler
or the singles bin at Joka 's and
grab one of these. You 'll regret it
only slightly.
In honor of exam season this
week's drunken words of wisdom
come to us from Homer Simpson:
"Alright brain , I don 't like you and
you don 't like me, so just get me
through this exam so I can go back
«0B KIEVTT/THE COLBY ECHO
ul >>it:nickpins Schlitz and Schaefer against each other in this week's review.
to killing you slowly with beer."
STAFF WRITER

My dad used to
drink this stuff
in college. I can
see why he
became a wino.
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The vocal stylings of several young Colby students were wonderful additions to last week's Jazz Band concert.

Dulcet tones of Colby Jazz grace Given
By JENNY DEAN
STAFFWRITER

Taylor. The piece featured a number of
talented young improviscrs , who
would solo throughout the concert , and
the band evoked reactions of awe at
both its explosive rhythmical punctuation and impressive volume; an audience member, uplifted by various
aspects of the performance, later commented: "You guys are so loud."
Among the selections following this
bang of a starter, the band performed
two swing charts, a couple of blues
tunes, and even a sort of rock-ballad by
the name of "What 's Going On" by
Marvin Gayc et al. and arranged by Les
Hooper. Thomas sprinkled the concert
with a variety of musical insights and
amusing anecdotes . At one point, he
alluded to the fact that the piece
"Squatty Roo" by Johnny Hodges,
arranged by John Clayton, is written
over the so-called 'rhythm changes,' or
chord progression that characterizes a
number of familiar tunes, like "I Got
Rhythm " (from which it takes its

name), and the theme music from The
Flinstones. It was perhaps this interesting tidbit that provoked an anonymous
parent to characterize the concert as
both "...musically stimulating and educationally entertaining."
In addition to the Jazz Band, the concert featured a couple of notable young
singers who punctuated the big-band
charts with a wily blues tune and a ballad. The first was sung by Phoebe Larkin
'08J and Catherine Fanning '09.
Kathleen Fallon '10 graced the second
with her impressive style. Her unique
and dulcet version of "The Nearness of
You" was received with delight.
The event concluded with a stirring
big-band rendition of "What is Hip?"
by Stephen Kupka et al. in which
Thomas himself sang the vocal part.
The initial question , posed numerous
times throughout , remains tacitly
unaddrcssed , though, many witnesses
to the musical machinations of the day
may have come away with an answer.

O temporal O mores! It was not
long ago that the very thought of jazz
amidst the variegated foliage and
brick walls of puritanical New
England was subject to disdain. Jazz
was the root of countless evils: the
youngins are frivolous, the girls,
loose and unmarried. Where are their
shoes? What would Pa say (bless his
soul)? But in the wake of Family
Homecoming Weekend, it is apparent
that cultural taboos have changed.
Director of Band Activities Eric
Thomas led up yet another jazz spectacular this weekend to the delight of
young and old. The Jazz Band's selection of blues, funk and swing drew in
the special weekend's eager and
responsive audience. Naturally, parents and guardians arc a fine addition
to any peanut gallery. Even if not
inclined to enjoy music in
general, a parent is at least
thrilled that their offspring has
taken up Jazz rather than a
variety of other past-times,
such as amateur body piercing, cat heftling, or the art of
becoming invisible. Music is
at least an enriching cause that
can follow a young person
through life, and if practiced
once in a while or invested
with a bit of concentration, the
products can be anywhere
from pleasant and thoughtprovoking to wildly stirring.
To the thrill of many parents,
the concert on Saturday night
was a conglomeration of all
these latter possibilities.
The concert began with a
big-band funk chart by the
ROB KIEV1T/TKE COLBV ECHO
name of "Slam" by Marcus
Band Director Eric Thomas leads the Jazz band in another spectacular concert.
Miller, arranged by Mark

MUSIC REVIEW:

Radiohead def ies most expectations
By DAVID STERNESKY
STAFF WRITER

When I woke up on Sept. 30, I
wasn 't thinking about Radiohead. I
had no reason to. I knew that a
release date for their seventh studio
album was at least months away, if
not a year. I knew that , during the
coming months , the currentl yunsigned band would shop their
album around to various labels to
see who would screw them over the
least , and 1 knew those labels would
accidentally leak tracks from the
album which would proliferate
across the interweb faster than
Andy Samberg 's next viral video
hit. I knew that the album would
eventually hit stores , Amazon and
iTunes with a set price tag, and 1
knew I'd buying it at that unfathomably distant date. But before I
went to bed on that Sunday evening,
everything I thought I knew was
shown to be dead-wrong, thanks to
this simple little message posted on
Radiohead's official blog:
"Hello everyone.
Well, the new album is finished ,
and it 's coming out in 10 days;
We've called it In Rainbows.
Love from us all.
Jonny"
But this surprise announcement
isn 't even the real bombshell. As
everyone should already know, the
version of In Rainbows that became
available on Oct. 10 is in fact a
DRM-frec mp 3 download for
which fans may pay whatever
amount they like. (The most fanatical Radiohead fans of the world
can also pony up 40 British pounds
for a beautifully packaged box set

with bonus material.) But the fact
that Radiohead arc doing this on
their own terms , and not the record
industry 's, is undeniabl y the sweetest part of all.
Speculation about how, the record
industry will be changed by
Radiohcad's drastic scheme is rampant , but what 's important now. in
this post-October-10th era , is the
actual music of In Rainbows. I bet
many Radiohead fans will feel disap-

...it's irrational
to expect
Radiohead to
ever get back to
the superhuman
pinnacle they
achieved with
OK Computer
and Kid A.
pointed by this album no matter how
little they pay for it. However, it '.s
irrational to expect Radiohead to
ever get back to the superhuman pinnacle they achieved with OK
Computer and Kid A. Most bands
that ever achieve fame arc lucky to
have even one good album , but
Radiohead made TWO albums that
were completel y brilliant. A third
brilliant album is never going to
come again , but it 's pretty rational to
assume that Radiohead will continue
to make good albums for as long as
they feel like it.
In Rainbows
is, simply put , a good

album. It 's Radioliead's most organic,
accessible , and dare i say predictable
effort since OK Computer. Guitars are
in the foreground once again , and
they 're not always smothered in
effects chains long enough to make an
opera singer sound like a Slinky.
Drum machines and sequencers generally retreat to the back ground, with
the exception of the first track , "15
Step," a stuttering R&B beat in 5/4
time that grows on me with every
repeated listen. "Bod ysnatchers" is
Radiohead's most aggressively distorted guitar track since OKC's
"Electioneering. " Early album highli ght "Nude" has been a fan favorite at
live performances since the late
nineties, and this version's surprisingly restrained orchestration emphasizes
the trademark reverb billowing off
Thorn Yorke 's always-angelic voice.
"Weird Fishes/Arpeggi" picks up the
tempo with endless tri plet arpeggios
on the guitar over Phil Sehvay 's brisk
4/4 drumbeat. The deceptively mellow introduction of "All I Need"
eventuall y blooms into the closest
Radiohead have ever gotten to
unadulterated
post-rock-imagine
Radiohead covering Sigur Ros. The
album 's denouement is "Videotape ," a
soothing ballad built on a descending
piano progression and sparse, syncopated drum machine rhythms.
This album , like all Radiohead
albums excepting OK Computer
and Kid A, has undeniably weak
moments, but Radiohead are still
undeniabl y a Good Band , and
they 've created yet another Good
Album. Forgive them for writing
two perfect albums in the past. Give
In Rainbows a chance on its own
terms , and I think you 'll find it a
rewarding experience.

iPlay Devastator of the Week
Doug Wong x 10
Doug Wong MO. the captain of Globo Gym Purple
Cobras, is this weeksiPlay Devastator. Wong led his team
to a 1-0 victory over a COOT team named Brad's Mom,
captained by Bradford M. Cantor '08. Although Dan
Reeves '10 scored an unbelievable winning goal by dribbling past several defenders in the second half, Wong
gained the weekly honor for his many failed bicycle kick
attempts during the game and his leadership abilities on
and off the field.

IPlay Highlights
SOCCER:

FIELD HOCKEY:

The Beasts From the East had a huge victory over
the Bonobos this past w eek, winning 1-0. Senior Jon
Steinberg of East Quad made the goal with some slick
moves and nice shooting to beat the keeper. The
Bonobos had their opportunities as well , but were kept
in the game by their goalie. Dan Bakcrsville * 11.

The Hot Shots beat the #2 team in the league,
Frolunda, 7-1 last week. It was a blowout, and nearly
everyone on The Hot Shots scored. They won with
lightning fast breakouts and skillful one-on-one moves
against the Frolunda defense. Vivek Freitas '08 controlled The Hot Shot's offense while the rest of his
team rallied around him to capture the victory.

Bye Week Replacement Strategy

THE FOCUS ON FANTASY
By DANNY EPSTEIN

Fantasy football provides a lot of
those "heart in the throat " experiences.
My latest one was watching Tony
Romo make an absolute mess out of
the first half of the Monday Night
Football game vs. the Bills. Ahead by
four points. I felt pretty confident that
even though my opponent didn 't have
anyone in the game, playing Romo was
the right decision because in our
league, total points decide playoff
nebreakers 1 flip on the game at 8:30
p.m. and by 9:00 p.m.. I' m already losing as Tony has decided to ram an
interception parade on my team.
Becuase I receive -2 points ("or each
DVT.Romo at one point had lost me the
game, with a stunning -5 points. The
best part about this was that Joey
Harrington (McNabb was on bye,
don't worry I' m not playing
Harrington every week) put up a solid
-I on Sunday. There 's nothing like
starting two QBs. with each TD counting for six points, and. at one point during the MNF game, having a solid -6
from the group The game didn't exactly end up with a Cinderella Story but
Romo eventually found the end zone a
few times and I moved on with an ugly
and stressful victory.
In this article. I want to discuss the
subject of bye week replacements
Fantasy owners approach this issue in

different manners, most of which are
inairrect. Some managers will just randomly plug someone from their bench in
and forget about it, others are lazy (i.e.
those of you who don't check your
teams) and just leave the bye week players in the line-up. and finally some people scour the waiver wire on Fnday when
they realize tliat one of their starting
WRsRBs has a bye. Neither of these
methtxis will be particularly useful and
could cost you a few wins throughout the
year, not to mention irritate your fellow
fantasy owners. If you're waiting until
this article is released to fix your roster,
it 's too late. Most fantasy servers will let

Nothing irritates
me more than
some moron
who has a bad
team and refuses
to replace
injured players...

you make moves the Sunday before next
v. eek or at the latest Monday or Tuesday.
A good rule of thumb is to set your lineup and then move ahead one week and
see who you have on bye. This way, you
will have advanced notice and can pick
up some of the best waiver wire acquisitions for the urx:orning week. Now that
I' ve passed along the advice to check
early, here are a few more tips to maximize your use of bye week replacements.
My first up is that a smart fantasy
football manager will not just simply

plug some random person off the
bench into your line-up without scouring the waiver wire. Look for injury
situations from the week before that
present themselves on good teams facing bad defenses. If you 're wondering
who the bad defenses are, consider
Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Kansas City and Detroit for starters.
Second, look for injury situations from
the week before that could present
good opportunities for players on the
waiver wire. Anquan Boldin's injury
presented a nice opportunity for
Bryant Johnson to have six catches for
90 yards this past week. Heck, even
Vinny Testavcrde (you 're in dire
straights if you 're playing him at age
44) had a nice day when replacing
David Carr who was downgraded to
questionable. This is often the best
way to replace a star player on
Monday morning. Third, don 't do
something stupid because you have a
bunch of players on bye. Every player
for every time will be on bye one week
throughout the season. Sometimes, a
number of players will be on bye for
your team and you'll field a weak roster and lose. That 's usually fine
because these star players will carry
you to victory in many other weeks.
Never make a trade based on bye week
considerations.
Lastly, and I cannot emphasize this
enough: check your roster on a weekly
basis. Nothing irritates me more than
some moron who has a bad team and
refuses to replace injured players or
players on bye because of laziness. It
seriously takes five minutes people.
Even if your team is miserable, continue
to put some time into it to maintain the
integrity of the league. Check back next
week for an overview of my latest fantasy basketball draft!

CROSS COUNTRY: Women place second at State of ME
Continued From Page 12

to stick it to UMF (fifth place, 170
points), UNE (sixth place, 179), Saint
Joseph's (seventh , 189), Maine
Maritime Academy (eighth place, 231)
and UMPI (ninth place, 252).
While the State of Maine
Championships provide vital fodder
for interstate rivalry, this championship event also marks a turning
point in the season where the competition heats up, temperatures cool down,
and harriers arc expected to post their
best efforts of the season.
Anna King '08 led her teammates
with a second place finish, clocking
18:51 over the five-kilometer course.
She finished a scant eight seconds
behind Laura Onderko , Bowdoin 's
number one race horse. The next blue
and white uniforms to cross the finish
line were worn by sophomores Mand y
Ivey and Cassie Knight, who crossed
the finish line al the same time, 19:41.
The official results awarded the two
harriers sixth and seventh place, if
anyone out there is counting. Liz Petit

'08, Colby 's fourth varsity runner,
snagged the last top ten spot with a
time of 19:50. While Katrina Gravel
'10 secured the Mules * last scoring
position (13th , 19:56), she was yet

By [the NESCAC
championship]
we will begin to
taper and
should be in
good shape for
the race.
Bob Glotfelty '08
Runner

another example of a Mule who finished next to another Mule; Jen
MacDowell '09 finished in 14tli place
with an identical time. Emma Linhard
Ml , who placed 22nd at 20:17,
secured the last spot on the varsity

line-up.
Jon Swain '08, now affectionate]'
known by teammates as "the ' bricl
house," led the Mules with an eight!
place finish. Swain covered the eigh
kilometer course in 26 minutes and 2!
seconds. Chris Darrah M0 had a grca
race, running to 19th place in 27:29
Darrah finished a hair ahead of nun*
ber two runner Alex Gill (20th, 27:29)
Ben Cunklemen '10 was the nex
Colby runner in the shoot. He sccurei
27th place with a time of 27:45
According to fellow varsity runne
Bob Glotfelty '08, "Ben dropped ove
two minutes from last week's time am
ran like an experienced 8K runner—i
was his second 8K ever!" Chris A ppe
'08 was the last Colby harrier to scon
in the varsity race. He placed 34tl
with a time of 28:17.
Both teams have the weekend oil
but will be ripping and ready to shrei
the following weekend-«ot the
NESCAC Championships, hosted b\
Williams College. "By__ then. '
Glotfelty said, "wc will begin .tp tape.
and should be in good shape for tht
race."

MEN'S SOCCER Roughed up byAmherst CREW FARES
WELL AT SNAKE
REGATTA
SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

CAROLINE WCKSON/IHE COLBV ECHO

Todd Boertzel '09 created several scoring oppormnities during the Amherst
match. Despite the pressure, Colby still fell by a final score of 6-1. Saturday.
Continued From Page 12

Duy Lyford * 10, who had recently
been subbed in, scored to put the
Mules on the board, 4-1.
Colby had a good chance in the
75th minute when Scott Brown l 10
won a header from the Amherst goalie
which co-captain Jamie Waters '08
almost put in the net. In the 79th
minute , Amherst scored again.
Following a great save by Colby
goalie Doug Sibor '10, after subbing
in for Dan Maiden ' 10 at the half, the
deflection bounced out to Ian
Rothkopf who placed it in the net to
increase the lead to 5-1. Amherst got
another goal in the closing minutes
after a comer kick was mishandled,
leading to a full field breakaway and
goal to close the score at 6-1.
Other game highlights included a
sliding save by Sibor early in the

second half. Co-captain Will Kinder
*08 and King both "played a good
game in the middle of the field" and
Boertzel "created opportunities from
the flank ," a devoted Mules fans on
the sideline said. The defense ,
despite the score, played well. Matt
Shatkin '10 played well at sweeper,
and senior Adam Curatolo won
every header that came his way.
Fellow
defenseman
Tom
Milaschewski '09 had some words
of confidence after the game. "We
still have a chance to make the playoffs. There are two big conference
games left and we have to regroup
and take it to another level to win."
Colby did have a win last week on
Oct- 9 against UMaine Farmington 2-1,
with goals corning from King and Mike
BuUer '08. Colby travels away this
weekend to compete against Connecticut
College (2-7-2) on Saturday, Oct. 20.

Rugby faces University of Maine at Orono over the weekend

ROB NEWT/THE COLBV ECHO

The women s rugby team fell to UMO on Saturday. Oct. 13 at home by a score of 34-3 (left); VMO men 's rugby team blanked Colby later that day by a score of24-0 (right).

Last weekend the Colby crew team
traveled to Worcester, Mass. where
they competed in the Quinsigamonc
Snake Regatta. Rowing through tough
conditions in a two and a half mile long
race, the men's varsity eight came
away with an impressive time of 15:04.
earning a fifth place finish out of 2C
boats. The Colby women were able tc
field four boats in the race finishing
with times of 16:52, 18:14, 18:32, and
20:08 to earn fourth, 10th, 11th, and

...this year's
teams hope to
build on last
year's strong
showing, highlighted by beating Bates and
Bowdoin...
15th place respectively in a field of 2i
boats. The teams also competed in
open four racing where the women
placed fourth out of eight boatsand the
men fifth out of 11. Although the
spring "sprint" season is the main
focus for the crew team, the longer distance fall races do give the team a
chance to perfect its rowing technique
According to first boat rower Trevoi
Hardigan '09, the fall is the time for the
team to focus on the "technical" aspects
of rowing and build speed for the
spring. Led by captains Sam Fabens 'OK
and Andy McEvoy '09 on the men 's
side and Jesse Kaler '08 and Rachel
Daly '08 on the women's, this year 's
teams hope to build on last year 's
strong showing, highlighted bj ^ beating
Bates and Bowdoin to capture the
President's Cups.
Their next big challenge for this season will be this upcoming weekend al
die Head of Charles Regatta, then
largest fall race. Cm the men|s, side
expectations are high as their excelieni
performance last year guaranteed then
spot in this year's regatta.

College football
season makes
anything possible

Devastator of the Week

PLAYIN'THEFELD

By TODD HERRMANN

%e Mules attempt to block an Amherst pass during their 28-13 loss to the Lord Jeffs on Saturday. Oct. 13.

Tough second quarter buries Mules
By DANNY EPSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Oct. 13, a wonderful
ill day at Seaverns Field, with the
iggest crowd of the season in attenHice, the Colby football team preared lo notch its first win of the
eason. Unfortunately, on Family
lomecoming Weekend, the Amherst
ollcge Lord Jeffs used a 28 point sectnd quarter to beat Colby 28-13. The
jame did not go without positives for
ie Mules, as they scored their first two
uchdowris at home and showed some
oient offensive spark in the fourth
natter. The defense also performed
Imirably, as Amherst scored 14 of its
Pints off of Mules turnovers.
The game started slow offensively for
Hh teams. The Colby defense made a
age play on fourth down on the first
raherst offensive possession. The Lord
fis decided to run the ball with their
ar nirining back Aaron Rauth MO
rfiind their left tackle but John Murphy
B and Mike Poplaski '08 teamed up to
lake a great play and stop him by a few
ches. After the big defensive stand,
nther team could get much going
Tensively with numerous three-andjts and a few turnovers mixed in. Lucas
oeffler MO finally bit his big wide
ceiver Brandon Bullock for a 17-yard
uchdown reception to open the scoring
ith 12:10 left in the second quarter,
ira minutes later, AJ. Scola intercepted
olby quarterback Patrick Bums * 11 and
ok it to the end zone for a 47-yard
inception return touchdown. Amherst
:ked on two more scores and led 28-0
itenng the locker room at halfhme.
In the second half, Colby made a
utrterback change to Billy Ryan '08,
id it immediately paid dividends.

With the leadership of the senior quarterback, the Mule offense started to
gel. Colby began moving the ball
effectively and captain Chris Bashaw
'08 capped off a ten-play 54 yard drive
with a touchdown to begin the fourth
quarter. Ryan also hit Roger Bel M0
for a two yard touchdown later in the
quarter and brought the Mules back to
within two scores with 4:10 left in the
fourth quarter, exciting the home-parti-

We have yet to
put together a
complementary
performance
with respect to
offense, defense
and special
teams.
Ed Mestieri

Mead Coach

san crowd. Unfortunately, Amherst
then used a solid running attack combining Rauth , Loeffler and Eric
NeSmith '09 to salt away the game to
the dismay of the Mules.
Post-game, Coach Ed Mestieri said,
"We look forward to the second half of
our season with optimism trying to take
with us the positives from the Amherst
game—that saw our kids play hard for 60
minutes once again. We have yet to put
together a complementary performance
with respect to offense, defense and special teams. We just haven't been able to

sustain our performance for a complete
game. Our attitude remains positive and
we are continuingto work hard"
Statistically, the quarterback debate
will continue to rage on the Hill. Bums
was 4-11 with three interceptions and
looked uncomfortable at times
although he displayed good elusiveness while scrambling. After Mestieri
decided to make the move to Ryan, the
offense seemed to take off and Ryan
went an impressive 9-11 for 48 yards
and one touchdown with limited playing time. Considering the Mules will
enjoy a lengthy trip up to Clinton, New
York to take on Hamilton College
before competing against Bates
College at home for the first game of
the
Colby-Bowdoin-Bates
Championship, it will be interesting to
see who gets the start. The staff certainly decided to run the ball on
Saturday and Chris Bashaw '08
responded with 25 carries for 94 yards
and three catches for 11 yards. Matt
Hellinger ' 11 enjoyed a nice receiving
game with three catches for 30 yards.
On defense, Tom Daley *09 had a
huge game recording eight solo tackles
and six assists for a total of 14 tackles.
He also had a sack that resulted in an
11 yard loss. Lamont Henry ' 10 led the
Mules defense with nine tackles, two
of which resulted in a loss. The defense
as a whole limited Amherst to 87 rushing yards and only 184 passing yards.
In other New England Small
Conference action, Hamilton pulled a
surprise upset of Bowdoin College 2317 and Trinity College fell to Tufts
College 10-16. This is Trinity's first loss
this season in NESCAC competition.
Tuftsis currently leading the conference
with a 4-0 record while four other teams
stand at 3-1. With this weekend's loss
Colby has sunk to 0-4.

volley ball falls during Midd. tourney
By UZa FORT
STAFF WRITER

Colby women's volleyball team,
espite a decisive 3-0 victory over
usson College last Tuesday night ,
mi 0-3 at matches held last weekend
Middlebury College.
"This weekend is huge for our team.
tare playing Middlebury, Williams,
id Hamilton, and how we do will
% characterize the rest of our seao." junior setter Jenny Lawrence
¦id last week leading up to the touriment. "We've got to win a few of
ose games to have a shot at getting to
e NESCAC tournament."
It was apparent, especially in the
W match against Middlebury on
Hurday afternoon , just how imporII11 is to notch some New England
nail College Athletic Conference
Oies. Colby extended the match to
^ games, though , eventually
Hing in the last match of the game
extra-points 16-14. After losing
t first game 14-30, Colby had
toe back to win the next two games
>-20 and 30-26 and then just barely
Lin extra points 31-29 in the fourth
e of the match.
A gainst the Panthers, Lawrence set
> astonishing 46 assists and had 34
tensive digs, while first-year
fcther Arvidson committed 20 kills
d had seven blocks. Junior standout
iddle blocker Meredith Lawler had
' kills and 23 digs. Sophomore
egan Conroy had ten kills. Senior
plain and outside hitter Jessie

Prentice had 26 digs.
Lawrence and Lawler led the team
throughout the weekend. Lawler had
11 kills and 11 digs and Lawrence
accumulated 20 assists, 15 digs and
four service aces in the match against
Hamilton early Saturday afternoon.
Against Williams Friday night
Lawrence had 18 assists and 16 digs.
Lawrence's consistency as a setter has
been noted by many, mcluding Coach
Candice Parent, who is complimentary

I think we have
improved in our
ability to take
away other
teams'
strengths and
take advantage
of their weaknesses...
Candice Parent
Head Coach

of Lawrence's contributions to the
squad. "Jenny is such a constant for us,"
Parent said of Lawrence, after Lawrence
was named to the all-tournament team at
the Crabtree Invitational at Eastern
Connecticut State the prior weekend.
"She plays incredible defense and really

has worked hard on her mental game in
regards to running our offense."
Parent is curious to see how the
team will play this upcoming weekend
against non-conference competitors,
now that the team has somewhat recuperated after suffering losses of key
players to injuries.
"Right now we are excited about
being somewhat healthy and working
on bringing those players back in to
the starting line-up," Parent said.
"[This] weekend we will be missing
another key player [Lawrence], so it
will be interesting to see how our team
responds to that."
On top of dealing with the absence
of Lawrence this weekend, the Mules
will also have to overcome their continuous struggle with winning close
games in matches.
"I think we have improved in our
ability to take away other teams'
strengths and take advantage of their
weaknesses, but we struggle a bit with
consistency," Parent said of the Mules'
play thus far this season. "We have lost
some great games by close margins
and then seem to lose momentum for
the match."
The Mules look to finish the rest of
their season not only learning how to
take over and finish off the close
matches, but also learning to convert
their energy and cohesiveness as a
team into wins.
"We have such amazing chemistry
off the court, and wc are so close knit,
we just need to find a way to translate
that great energy into our games,"
Lawrence said.

Right now, we are about halfway
through the college football season. If
somebody had asked two months ago,
"Who do you think will play in the
national championship game?" what
would your answer have been? You
probably would have said the
University of Southern California, or
Louisiana State University, or the
University of West Virginia. Or
maybe Texas, Michigan, or reigning
champions Florida. Maybe you would
have guessed Ohio State, who lost to
Florida in the championship game last
year. But would you have guessed...
the University of South Florida? I do
not think so.
If the season were to end right now,
we would have the Ohio State
Buckeyes playing the University of
South Florida Bulls (even I did not
know the mascot, I had to look it up
online) for the national championship.
USF was not ranked in the preseason
top 25 in the nation. In fact, it had
never been ranked in the top 25 in the
history of the USF football team. This
is just one element of one of the most
ridiculous seasons of college football
ever, which only got more ridiculous
this weekend, when top ranked LSU
lost to Kentucky, and second ranked
California lost to Oregon State. It was
the first time in eleven years that num-

MaryClaire McGovern '08

i

In front of an enthused Family Homecoming Weekend crowd on Oct 13,
MaryClaire McGovern '08 scored her first collegiate goal to lead the field
hockey team en route to its first New England Small College Athletic
Conference victory against Amherst. With 21:10 left in the first half,
McGovern slammed a shot past the Lord Jeffs goalkeeper to get the sole tally
of the game. The shot came from an unassisted play that began off of a Mule
penalty comer. McGovern 's goal shut out Amherst to improve the Mules'
record to 1-6 in the conference and 3-8 overall. Through her leadership on and
off of the field, McGovern has earned the respect from both her ti»nmma,t?f .
and coaches. Coach Amy Bematchez describes McGovern as "a workhorse
and positive role model for the team." Her hard work has certainly paid off
because the Mule victory allows Colby to remain in the running for a
NESCAC playoff bid this season.

Y$R JAN PLAN INTERNSHn>y
• Apply for a paidHR township durir* Jan
Plan Mn HMMtoloMt oMI

• Gat to know what being a Head Resident
entails
• learn to build community & foster healthy
relationships
• Gain leadership and Interpersonal skills!

This season, any
team can beat
any other team
on any given
Saturday. Every
team is vulnerable to massive
upsets.
bers one and two in the country both
lost on the same day. This comes only
a week after preseason favorite USC
lost to unheralded Stanford, perennially one of the worst teams in the country. The other USC, the University of
South Carolina, is ranked ahead of the
University of Southern California.
Michigan , victim of the largest
upset in college football history in its
opening game, and another loss the
next week, has won five in a row and
is creeping back into the national
title picture. Current number one
Ohio State is the third team to hold
that ranking this year. Boston
College, currently ranked number
three, was unranked to start the season. The University of Illinois, who
finished 2-10 last year, beat number
21 Penn State and number five
Wisconsin in successive weeks,
climbing to eighteenth in the nation,
before losing to unranked Iowa this
past weekend. Undefeated teams
include USF, OSU, and BC, as mentioned earlier, and other schools like
Arizona
State ,
and
Kansas,
Hawaii—not exactly traditional
football powerhouses.
On the other hand, schools with
decades of winning traditions are
struggling, like Notre Dame, who is
currently 1-6 on the season, after finishing 10-2 last year en route to playing in the Sugar Bowl. This season,
any team can beat any other team on
any given Saturday. Every team is
vulnerable to massive upsets.
Whoever your favorite team is, and no
matter how much better its opponent
may seem, watch the game, because
you have no idea who will win, who
might be the next Appalachian State
taking down the next Michigan. The
lesson is, never give up on your
favorite team, because every team in
front of them could easily lose. And if
Hawaii ends up playing Kansas in the
National Championship Game on
January 7, 2008, well, I warned you,
do not be surprised by anything.
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Sports

this week
in sports

Woodsmen represent
By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

Coming in at second place at the
42nd Annual University of New
Brunswick Meet on Oct. 13, the
women's team performed better than
any other American team has ever
faired at a UNB meet. Competing
against the likes of many Canadian
schools that sponsor woodsmen teams
as varsity sports, Colby proved that
club sport status does not deteriorate
the level of competition that exists in its
respective division. The men's squad
placed a few spots behind the women,
earning a sixth place standing. McGill
University, Nova Scotia Agricultural
College, Sir Sanford Flemming
College at Ontario, Unity College,
University of Maine at Orono and the
University of New Brunswick all fielded a cumulative 23 teams, comprised of
10 women squads and 13 men squads.
NSAC took first for the women's division, while UNB captured the title for
the men.
The Colby women won the log
decking competition , an event that
combines strength, skill and thoughtful planning to roll a large log down a
stansion and back up again using only
a tool called a peavey. Women's captain Jamie Poster *08 said that the
women "rose to the occasion" in order
to execute the task by using their
clever tactic along with the physical

strength required to maneuver the log.
The Mules also excelled in the
disc stack, a chain saw event that
requires strength and experience to
cut discs out of a log as quickly as
possible. Men 's co-captain Doug
Rooke '08 stacked 15 discs, while
teammate Margosia Jadkowski '10
stacked 11 , as they swept the disc
stack event.
Other highlights included senior cocaptain Tom Myers' showing at the firebuilding event. This event involves
building a fire with only a hatchet, a
piece of wood and two matches in order
to boil water in a bucket. Although his
hatchet broke and he needed to replace
it with a new one in the middle of the
event, Myers still managed to boil the
water out of his bucket faster than any
other competitor. Unfortunately, the victory was stripped of Myers due to unfamiliar Canadian technicalities, yet the
competition remained one of the most
exciting of the day.
The woodsmen team will compete
next on Nov. 3 at UNH, where they
plan to field four different teams.
Captains Poster, Myers and Rooke,
along with the increasing ly large
woodsmen team, look forward to the
potential of the squad in upcoming
meets throughout the year. "There 's a
lot of interest developing right now
around timbcrsports throughout the
Northeast, and it 's cool that Colby is
playing a such a dominant role in it ,"
Poster said.
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Colby won its first NESCAC game against Amherst in front of a home crowd during Homecoming Weekend.

MENS CREW
& Head of the Charles

Field hockey gains first NESCAC win
By SARAH BRUCE
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, Oct. 13, Colby 's
field hockey team secured its first
New Eng land Small College Athletic
Conference win against Amherst
College at home. This brings its record
to 1-6 within the conference and 3-8
overall. Coach Amy Bcrnatchez said.
"[It was] a good day for Colby field
hockey." To win out the 1 -0 match, the
girls played with "a lot of pride and
passion," Bematchez said. "We never
got caught back on our heels and
fought for every ball. "
Middfielder MaryClaire McGovern

'08 scored her first collegiate goal
with 21 minutes left in the first half.
The goal resulted from a play started
with a penalty comer. Because
Bematchez describes her as "a workhorse and positive role model for the
team," it was especially exciting for
the team to see McGovern put the
winning goal into the net in such a
critical game.
Offensively, Captain Jenn Reilly
'08, Chelsea Rosenheimer '09 and
Amy Campbell *10 were on top of
their game. They put intense pressure
on the Lord Jeffs defense to create
many opportunities for the Mules.
Colby had 16 shots to Amherst's 12.
The squad excelled on the defensive

W OMENS CREW
@ Head of the Charles
FOOTBALL
@ Hamilton

side as well. Meghan Saccone M0
made nine big tackles in the backfield
in one-on-one situations to protect the
net. And in goal, Jaime Enos '08, made
eight saves for Colby, including one in
the last minute of the game to keep the
win safe. Colby also won the penalty
comer battle 9-7 over Amherst.
The Mules are still in the running
for a playoff bid with two NESCAC
games left. They travel to take on their
next opponent this weekend at
Connecticut College. The Camels currently hold a 5-6 overall and 1-5
NESCAC record with their sole
NESCAC win against Bates College, a
team that the Mules have not yet competed against.

Own goal de f eats women s soccer
By AMANDA ROEHN
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HARRIERS RUN IN
STATETOURNEY

STAFF WRITER

Douge Rooke 'OS competed in the single bucking even on Saturday.

Men's soccer loses to Amherst
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

It was a cool morning with a slight
wind on Saturday, Oct. 13 when the
Colby men 's soccer team took the
pitch against Amherst College The
Lord Jeffs, who are ranked third in the
country in Division III. lived up to
their expectations in front of a large
crowd this Family Homecoming
Weekend at Loeb's Field. Amherst
handed Colby its fifth loss of the season 6-1, with all of Colby's losses
coming at the feet of New England
Small College Athletic Conference
foes. Colby 's record stands at 4-5-1
overall, and 1-5-1 in the NESCAC.
The scoring started early on for the
Lord Jeffs, as it usually docs. Amherst
has outscorcd its opponents 13-1
cumulatively in the first half of all its
games thus far. In the llili minute,
Taylor Downs scored for the Lord
Jeffs, putting them up I -0. Colby came
back with some solid pressure, highlighted by one of Todd Boertzel's '09
many crosses of the game, nearly put
in the goal by Logan King l 09. Later
on. in the 30th minute , Amherst scored

again on a comer kick. John Knecland
received a pass about 23 yards out and
drove a long low shot into the mass of
players near the goal. The ball found
its way into the net to boost Amherst
up 2-0. Only two minutes later, after
some criip passing between Colby
defenders, Amherst scored again, taking a 3-0 lead into halftime.
A bright spot for tiie Mules was
their improved ball control in the closing ten minutes of the half , which
enabled them to keep the ball in
Amherst's half of the field. Besides a
defensive breakdown early in the second half (the Colby defense thought
the Amherst forward was offside and
did not full y defend the ball) that put
the Lord Jeffs up 4-0, Colby continued
to pressure Amherst's defense, which
was anchored by Chris Skaync and
Tyler Wilson. In the 54th minute ,
Colby almost scored a header off a
cross, and the next minute , Nate
Seiberling "11 nearly scored on a
cross, but his volley went directly to
the keeper. Seiberling added a shot
wide left m the 62nd minute. King
curled a cross on a free kick after an
Amherst penalty into the box, which
Continued on Page 10

After a disappointing run in New
England Small College Athletic
Conference competition , Colby
women 's soccer suffered another
upsetting loss this past weekend on
Oct. 13 against Amherst College. The
Mules looked as if they were working
towards a goal during overtime after
battling through two scoreless halves.
Even though Colby 's offense spent the
last several minutes of the second half
in the Amherst end , producing several
strong shots, overtime proved difficult
for the Mules with most of the play
centering in their end. After being out
shot by the Lord Jeffs 20-8, Colby was
still managing to hold off Amherst
until an unfortunate header led to an
own goal by a Colby defender to end
the game.
Despite this heartbreaking ending,
i I K : captains remain optimistic about
the team 's play. "As a team we played
great," Captain Lauren Goethals '08
said, "and although the outcome was
not what we hoped for, we should
keep our heads up. Amherst definitely
walked off lucky and we know that."
First-year goalie Loni Pisani managed
to come away with nine saves for
Colby, contributing to the defense's
impressive performance. "This was by
far the best two halves we played all
season long," Captain Katie McCabe
*08 said. "Although the shot difference was skewed in favor of Amherst,
i really thought that we had the more
dangerous and better opportunities
and thought that we were going to
come up with a huge win."
The shock of this regrettable ending has not seemed to faze any of the
team 's leaders. Captain Mollie Puskar
'08 said, "The ending was just a freak
accident, it was so anti-climatic, but it
isn 't something that we're dwelling
on. We still have three games left in
the regular season and our focus is on
those games."
The team comes away from this
loss with the right mindset. The strong
performance by the defense lead by
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Last Saturday the men 's a:
women's cross country team compf
ed at the State of Mau
Championship. The women eaim
second place, with a score o f :
points. While the Lady Mules narrow
ly tost to Bowdoin College (¦
points), they put the hurt on Bai
College (70), the other in-state rft
England Small College Athlei
Conference rival.
All three women's New Eng lai
Small College Athletic Conferem
schools finished head and shoulde
ahead of the other schools at ' ¦

Katie McCabe '08 prepares to launch a long ball against Amherst defense.
Puskar is one of many this season for
the Mules. Earlier in the week* Colby
shut out St Joseph's College for its
fourth non-conference shut out of the
season. Pisani came away with 11
saves against the Monks, who had a
17-15 shot advantage over Colby and
a 6-5 margin in comer kicks. "After
the previous weekend we needed to
come out and get back to our game,"
Puskar said. "It was a great team effort

and we did the things wc wanted to do.
We just couldn't put the ball in the
back of the net." The Mules have
struggled to put points up on the
board, but the success of their defense
has allowed them to remain focused
and to push on in hopes of attaining
some post-season play. The Mules
take on Connecticut College this
weekend on Saturday at 11:00 a.m. in
New London, Conn.

Maine Championships, which inclu
ed: The University of Southern Man
(4th place, 151 points), Tl
University of Maine, Farmington(5i
163) , The University of New Eng la
(6th, 178), Saint Joseph's Colle,
(7th, 178) and University of Mam
Presque Isle (8th, 215).
The men finished in fourth pi*
They were edged out by NESCA
arch-rivals Bowdoin (first p lace,
points) and Bates (third place,
points). The Mules were also defeat
by the University of Southern Mat
(second , 43 points), a team buoyed
Curtis and Nick Wheeler, identic
twins who captured first and fan
place overall. The Mules did mana

INSIDE SPORTS

Football drops Arahest game

Despite a Mule fourth-quarter comeback, the
Lord Jeffs topped Colby 28-13.
PAGE n

Volleyball loses at Middlebury

During last weekend's play at Middlebury,
Colby fell in three NESCAC games. PAGE
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